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Mission Statement
The Westchester Guardian is a weekly newspaper devoted to the unbiased reporting of events 
and developments that are newsworthy and significant to readers living in, and/or employed in, 
Westchester County. The Guardian will strive to report fairly, and objectively, reliable informa-

tion without favor or compromise. Our first duty will be to the PEOPLE’S 
RIGHT TO KNOW, by the exposure of truth, without fear or hesitation, 
no matter where the pursuit may lead, in the finest tradition of FREEDOM 

OF THE PRESS.

The Guardian will cover news and events relevant to residents and 
businesses all over Westchester County. As a weekly, rather than 

focusing on the immediacy of delivery more associated with daily 
journals, we will instead seek to provide the broader, more compre-

hensive, chronological step-by-step accounting of events, enlightened 
with analysis, where appropriate.

From amongst journalism’s classic key-words: who, what, when, 
where, why, and how, the why and how will drive our pursuit. We 
will use our more abundant time, and our resources, to get past the 
initial ‘spin’ and ‘damage control’ often characteristic of immediate 
news releases, to reach the very heart of the matter: the truth. We will 
take our readers to a point of understanding and insight which cannot 
be obtained elsewhere.

To succeed, we must recognize from the outset that bigger is not neces-
sarily better. And, furthermore, we will acknowledge that we cannot be 

all things to all readers. We must carefully balance the presentation of 
relevant, hard-hitting, Westchester news and commentary, with features 
and columns useful in daily living and employment in, and around, the 
county. We must stay trim and flexible if we are to succeed.

westchesterguard ian .com
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New Rochelle, New York 10801

Sam Zherka , Publisher & President 
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 RADIO

Westchester On the Level with Narog 
and Aris
Westchester On the Level is heard from Monday to Friday, from 10 a.m. to 12 Noon 
on the Internet: http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com/WestchesterOntheLevel. Join 
the conversation by calling toll-free to 1-877-674-2436. Please stay on topic.
Richard Narog and Hezi Aris are your co-hosts. In the week beginning February 20th and ending on 
February 24th, we have an exciting entourage of guests. 
Every Monday is special. On Monday, February 20th, Krystal Wade, a celebrated participant in http://
www.TheWritersCollection.com is our guest. Krystal Wade is a mother of three who works fifty miles 
from home and writes in her “spare time.” “Wilde’s Fire,” her debut novel has been accepted for publication 
and should be available in 2012. Not far behind is her second novel, “Wilde’s Army.” How does she do it? 
Tune in and find out.
Co-hosts Richard Narog and Hezi Aris will relish the dissection of all things politics on Tuesday, February 
21st. Yonkers City Council President Chuck Lesnick will share his perspective from the august inner 
sanctum of the City Council Chambers on Wednesday, February 22nd. Stephen Cerrato, Esq., will share 
his political insight on Thursday, February 23rd. Friday, February 24th has yet to be filled. It may be a propi-
tious day to sum up what transpired throughout the week. A sort of BlogTalk Radio version of That Was 
The Week That Was (TWTWTW).
For those who cannot join us live, consider listening to the show by way of an MP3 download, or on 
demand. Within 15 minutes of a show’s ending, you can find the segment in our archive that you may link 
to using the hyperlink provided in the opening paragraph. 
The entire archive is available and maintained for your perusal. The easiest way to find a particular interview 
is to search Google, or any other search engine, for the subject matter or the name of the interviewee. For 
example, search Google, Yahoo, AOL Search for Westchester On the Level, Blog Talk Radio, or use the 
hyperlink above. 
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 RADIO

Westchester On the Level with Narog and Aris
Westchester On the Level is usually heard from Monday to Friday, from 10 a.m. to 12 
Noon on the Internet: http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com/WestchesterOntheLevel. 
Because of the importance of a Federal court case purporting corruption and bribery 
allegations, programming with be suspended for the days of March 26 to 29, 2012. Yon-
kers Philharmonic Orchestra Conductor James Sadewhite is our scheduled guest Friday, 
March 30.

It is however anticipated that the jury will conclude its deliberation on either Mon-
day or Tuesday, March 26 or 27. Should that be the case, we will resume our regular 
programming schedule and announce that fact on the Yonkers Tribune website.
Richard Narog and Hezi Aris are co-hosts of the show.
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George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

FREE CONSULTATION:

Before speaking to the police... call

Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare 
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
Health Care Prosecutions. T. 914.948.0044

F. 914.686.4873
Professional Dominican

Hairstylists & Nail Technicians

Yudi’s Salon 610 Main St, New Rochelle, NY 10801 914.633.7600

Hair Cuts • Styling • Wash & Set • Perming
Pedicure • Acrylic Nails • Fill Ins • Silk Wraps • Nail Art Designs

 Highights • Coloring • Extensions • Manicure • Eyebrow Waxing

LEGAL NOTICESCLASSIFIED ADS
Office Space Available-

Prime Location, Yorktown Heights
1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact Wilca: 914.632.1230

Prime Retail - Westchester County
Best Location in Yorktown Heights

1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266 Sq. Ft. store $2800 and 450 Sq. Ft. 
Store $1200.

Suitable for any type of business. Contact Wilca: 914.632.1230

HELP WANTED
A non profit Performing Arts Center is seeking two job positions- 1) Direc-
tor of Development- FT-must have a background in development or expe-
rience fundraising, knowledge of what development entails and experi-
ence working with sponsors/donors; 2) Operations Manager- must have a 
good knowledge of computers/software/ticketing systems, duties include 
overseeing all box office, concessions, movie staffing, day of show lobby 
staffing such as Merchandise seller, bar sales. Must be familiar with POS 
system and willing to organize concessions. Full time plus hours. Call (203) 
438-5795 and ask for Julie or Allison

FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
In the Matter of ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
     SUMMONS AND INQUEST NOTICE

Chelsea Thomas (d.o.b. 7/14/94),    

A Child Under 21 Years of Age   Dkt Nos. NN-10514/15/16-10/12C

Adjudicated to be Neglected by    NN-2695/96-10/12B 
     FU No.: 22303

Tiffany Ray and Kenneth Thomas,
  Respondents.     X
NOTICE: PLACEMENT OF YOUR CHILD IN FOSTER CARE MAY RESULT IN YOUR LOSS OF YOUR 
RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. IF YOUR CHILD STAYS IN FOSTER CARE FOR 15 OF THE MOST RECENT 
22 MONTHS, THE AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED BY LAW TO FILE A PETITION TO TERMINATE 
YOUR PARENTAL RIGHTS AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE 
CHILD FOR THE PURPOSES OF ADOPTION, AND MAY FILE BEFORE THE END OF THE 15-MONTH 
PERIOD.

UPON GOOD CAUSE, THE COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETH-
ER THE NON-RESPONSENT PARENT(s) SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS A RESPONDENT; IF 
THE COURT DETERMINES THE CHILD SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM HIS/HER HOME, THE 
COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE NON-RESPONDENT 
PARENT(s) SHOULD BE SUITABLE CUSTODIANS FOR THE CHILD; IF THE CHILD IS PLACED AND 
REMAINS IN FOSTER CARE FOR FIFTEEN OF THE MOST RECENT TWENTY-TWO MONTHS, THE 
AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED TO FILE A PETITION FOR TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS OF 
THE PARENT(s) AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE CHILD FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF ADOPTION, EVEN IF THE PARENT(s) WERE NOT NAMED AS RESPONDENTS IN 
THE CHILD NEGLECT OR ABUSE PROCEEDING.

A NON-CUSTODIAL PARENT HAS THE RIGHT TO REQUEST TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT CUS-
TODY OF THE CHILD AND TO SEEK ENFORCEMENT OF VISITATION RIGHTS WITH THE CHILD.

BY ORDER OF THE FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

TO THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT(S) WHO RESIDE(S) OR IS FOUND AT [specify 
address(es)]:  

Last known addresses: TIFFANY RAY: 24 Garfield Street, #3, Yonkers, NY 10701

Last known addresses: KENNETH THOMAS: 24 Garfield Street, #3, Yonkers, NY 10701

 An Order to Show Cause under Article 10 of the Family Court Act having been filed with this Court 
seeking to modify the placement for the above-named child.

 YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to appear before this Court at Yonkers Family Court 
located at 53 So. Broadway, Yonkers, New York, on the 28th day of March, 2012 at 2;15 pm in the 
afternoon of said day to answer the petition and to show cause why said child should not be 
adjudicated to be a neglected child and why you should not be dealt with in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 10 of the Family Court Act.

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that you have the right to be represented by a law-
yer, and if the Court finds you are unable to pay for a lawyer, you have the right to have a lawyer 
assigned by the Court.

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that if you fail to appear at the time and place 
noted above, the Court will hear and determine the petition as provided by law.

Dated: January 30, 2012   BY ORDER OF THE COURT
    CLERK OF THE COURT

Get Noticed Get 
Noticed

Legal Notices, Advertise Today
Legal Notices, 

Advertise Today

1 column2 column

914-562-0834
WHYTeditor@gmail.com

(914) 562-0834
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By RAYMOND 
IBRAHIM
One of the worst 
Christian massa-
cres—complete with 
mass graves, tortured-

to-death women and children, and 
destroyed churches—recently took 
place in Syria, at the hands of the U.S.-
supported jihadi “rebels”; and the U.S. 
government and its “mainstream media” 
mouthpiece are, as usual, silent (that is, 
when not actively trying to minimize 
matters).

The massacre took place in 
Sadad, an ancient Syriac Orthodox 
Christian habitation, so old as to be 
mentioned in the Old Testament. 
Most of the region’s inhabitants 
are poor, as Sadad is situated in the 
remote desert between Homs and 
Damascus (desert regions, till now, 
apparently the only places Syria’s 
Christians could feel secure; 600 
Christian families had earlier fled 
there for sanctuary from the jihad, 
only to be followed by it).

In late October, the U.S-
supported “opposition” invaded 
and occupied Sadad for over a 
week, till ousted by the nation’s 
military. Among other atrocities, 
45 Christians—including women 
and children—were killed, several 
tortured to death; Sadad’s 14 
churches, some ancient, were ran-
sacked and destroyed; the bodies of 
six people from one family, ranging 
from ages 16 to 90, were found at 
the bottom of a well (an increas-
ingly common fate for “subhuman” 
Christians).

The jihadis even made a graphic 

video (with English subtitles) of 
those whom they massacred, while 
shouting Islam’s victory-cry, “Allahu 
Akbar” (which John McCain 
equates to a Christian saying “thank 
God”). Another video, made after 
Sadad was liberated shows more 
graphic atrocities.

Here are the words of 
Archbishop Selwanos Boutros 
Alnemeh, Syriac Orthodox 
Metropolitan of Homs and Hama 
(another detailed account, with 
pictures, appears here):

What happened in Sadad is the 
most serious and biggest massacre of 
Christians in Syria in the past two 
years and a half… 45 innocent civil-
ians were martyred for no reason, 
and among them several women 
and children, many thrown into 
mass graves. Other civilians were 
threatened and terrorized. 30 were 
wounded and 10 are still missing. 
For one week, 1,500 families were 
held as hostages and human shields. 
Among them children, the elderly, 
the young, men and women…. All 
the houses of Sadad were robbed and 
property looted. The churches are 
damaged and desecrated, deprived 
of old books and precious furni-
ture… What happened in Sadad is 
the largest massacre of Christians in 
Syria and the second in the Middle 
East, after the one in the Church of 
Our Lady of Salvation in Iraq, in 
2010.

In the Iraqi attack of 2010, 
al-Qaeda linked jihadis stormed the 
church during service killing some 
60 Christian worshippers (see here 
for graphic images of the aftermath).

While the archbishop is correct 
that this is the “largest massacre of 
Christians in Syria,” it is but the tip 
of the iceberg of the persecution 
the nation’s Christian minority has 
suffered—including beheadings, 
church bombings, kidnappings, 
rapes, and dislocation of hundreds 
of thousands of Christians—since 
the war broke out (see Syria entries 
in monthly persecution series).

A month before Sadad, another 
ancient Christian region, Ma’loula, 
one of the world’s very few regions 
that still spoke Aramaic, the 
language of Jesus, was besieged by 
the jihadis, its churches bombarded 
and plundered, its inhabitants 
forced to convert to Islam or die. 
The last words of one man who 
refused were: “I am a Christian, and 
if you want to kill me for this, I do 
not object to it.”

The archbishop concluded his 
statement concerning Sadad by 
asking: “We have shouted aid to the 
world but no one has listened to us. 
Where is the Christian conscience? 
Where is human consciousness? 
Where are my brothers? I think of 
all those who are suffering today in 
mourning and discomfort: We ask 
everyone to pray for us.”

Serge Trifkovic—who hails 
from a European region especially 
acquainted with Islamic jihad—
responds to the archbishop as 
follows:

That no “human conscious-
ness” is to be found in the White 
House, or in the editorial offices of 
the leading Western media, is now 

FeatureSection

Westchester On the Level
NEW ROCHELLE, NY – The Guardian Radio Network, WGRN, operated 
under the auspices of Hezi Aris’ Hezitorial Absurdity, Inc. continues to build 
its programing day on the Blog TalkRadio platform.  Herein is the schedule for 
the week of December 12 – 16, 2011.
Richard Narog and Hezi Aris are your co-hosts.
Listen to our radio programs live by clicking onto the following hyperlinks:
Westchester on the Level - 
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/westchesteronthelevel;
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a matter of well-established record. Just 
try searching for “Sadad” (or alterna-
tively “Saddad”) on the websites of the 
Department of State or The New York 
Times. Ditto the leading European 
dailies, the CNN/BBC/RTF, the 
human-rights defending “NGOs” et al.

The problem, of which Archbishop 
Selwanos Boutros Alnemeh appears 
unaware, is no longer in the Western 

elite’s mere indifference to the impend-
ing demise of Christianity in the lands 
of its birth, but in its active, ongoing, 
and open contribution to that demise. 
Cyprus (1974) and the Balkans (1991-9) 
provided the test, Iraq (2003-today) the 
conclusive proof. In Syria the Obama 
administration remains committed to 
supporting the rebels—ah, yes, only 
the “moderate” ones, like the Christian-
murdering “Free Syrian Army” 
(discretion advised again), not “even 

though” the result will be the same, but 
precisely because it will be.

In one of the Arabic videos docu-
menting the aftermath of the Sadad 
massacre, as the mutilated bodies of one 
family are drawn from a well (around 
:30 second mark), a middle-aged male 
relative, in tears, says:

The most precious in the whole 
universe [his family], are now gone, 
leaving me alone, but thank God I am 
still surrounded by these loving people 
who remain. I want to say, let people 

[the jihadis] return to their minds. 
The problems of the world can only be 
solved by knowledge and brains. Enough 
insanity, the nerves of the people are 
shredded. Enough, enough—return to 
your minds; you people, you humans—
return to your humanity, enough crimes.

As a sign of the times, here is a 
Syrian, an “easterner,” evoking ratio-
nalism and humanity, products of the 
Christian West, at a time when the post-
Christian West is governed by anything 
and everything—propaganda, emotion-
alism, mindless indoctrination—but the 

twain.
First published November 21, 2013.
http://www.meforum.org/3676/

syria-massacre-christians

Raymond Ibrahim is author of Crucified Again: 
Exposing Islam’s New War in Christians (pub-
lished by Regnery in cooperation with Gatestone 
Institute, April 2013). He is a Shillman Fellow 
at the David Horowitz Freedom Center and an 
associate fellow at the Middle East Forum.

Ireland’s Comeback
CURRENT COMMENTARY

By LARRY M. ELKIN
If there was an award for 
“comeback nation of the 
year,” Ireland would be a 
leading candidate to take the 
prize for 2013.

The Dublin government announced 
last week that it will soon end its reliance on 
the bailout loans that got Ireland through the 
worst of the sovereign debt crisis. Though 
some observers thought Ireland would seek 
a precautionary credit line – think of it as 
financial independence with training wheels 
– Irish officials said that after consulting 
some of their Eurozone partners (particu-
larly Germany), they feel confident that their 
nation can keep its balance without outside 
support.

As Ireland regains its economic sov-
ereignty, it is worth comparing the country 
with other nations that have needed 
substantial help from the international com-
munity. Argentina has repeatedly shorted its 

creditors, most recently in the fallout from 
the country’s massive default in 2001. Some 
of Argentina’s creditors, who refused to take 
the roughly 30 cents on the dollar it offered 
them, continue to fight in court for what 
they are owed. Iceland, meanwhile, first tried 
to stiff foreign depositors in its previously 
overstuffed banks, and then trapped non-
Icelandic investments in the country using 
exchange controls. Meanwhile, the ongoing 
troubles in Ireland’s similarly beleaguered 
Eurozone partners – Portugal, Cyprus, Spain 
and especially Greece – are well-known.

The Irish endured several years of 
harsh austerity as they rebuilt their national 
finances. Irish citizens, by and large, did not 
look to their government as the employer of 
first and last resort. Nor did Ireland try to 
tell the world that trusting the Irish banking 
system was foolish, and that any losses from 
doing so were investors’ own fault.

In fact, Ireland’s problems arose mainly 
because the Dublin government made a 

well-intentioned but hasty pledge to stand 
fully behind Ireland’s banks just as the 
housing bubble burst. Ireland said when it 
made the pledge that guaranteeing its banks’ 
liabilities was affordable, but the policy 
ended up bringing the country to the edge of 
bankruptcy. As it was, Ireland had to accept 
international help in 2010, taking loans from 
the European Union and the International 
Monetary Fund.

But like responsible borrowers every-
where, Ireland has positioned itself to get 
a second chance. The country is about to 
emerge from its bailout and re-enter the 

global credit markets as a borrower in good 
standing, with its financial house in order 
and its economy about as strong as can be 
expected in the slow-growth eurozone. 
Ireland originally fell because of its choice to 
back its banks, not because of longstanding 
government overspending and fudging the 
books (as was the case in Greece). This dif-
ference is enough to make many investors 
more optimistic about Ireland in the long 
term.

“Taking a precautionary credit line was 
more psychological than financial. Ireland’s 
decision seems to have been very well 
accepted by the market,” Moody’s Kristin 
Lindow said, according to Reuters. Ireland 
is slated to announce a new medium-term 
economic strategy next month, another key 
step in rebuilding investor trust. For now, 
investors mostly seem willing to give Ireland 
the benefit of the doubt.

Ireland may lead the way as Europe 
slowly tries to move forward after several 
years of simply trying not to slide back. Spain 
followed Ireland in announcing its exit from 
its own bailout program, also without an 

emergency credit line. It remains to be seen if 
Ireland’s path will eventually lead the way for 
Portugal and Greece as well. Even Greece, 
the poster child for national financial mis-
management, reported last week that it is on 
a path to a balanced budget.

Welcome back to the fold of finan-
cially responsible countries, Ireland. One day, 
maybe the United States will join you there.

Larry M. Elkin, CPA, CFP®, has provided 
personal financial and tax counseling to a 
sophisticated client base since 1986. After six 
years with Arthur Andersen, where he was a 
senior manager for personal financial planning 
and family wealth planning, he founded his 
own firm in Hastings on Hudson, N.Y., in 
1992. That firm grew steadily and became the 
Palisades Hudson organization, which moved to 
Scarsdale, N.Y., in 2002. The firm expanded to 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., in 2005 and to Atlanta 
in 2008.

CALENDAR

News & Notes from Northern Westchester
By MARK JEFFERS
We had our first snow 
sighting this week. I imme-
diately alerted my plow 
guy, bought my wife a new 
shovel and checked our 

eggnog supply, all good to go; so grab a 
blanket and settle in for this week’s “winter’s 
on its way” edition of “News & Notes.”

Our northern Westchester neighbor, 
former NY Yankees star and jazz guitarist, 
Bernie Williams will be performing at The 
Westchester All Stars Christmas Concert 
for Wounded Veterans on Friday, December 
6th at 7:30pm at the Tarrytown Music Hall. 
The proceeds from the event will benefit 
two wounded veterans’ organizations: The 
Bob Woodruff Foundation and Veterans 
Adaptive Sports, Inc.

St. Mark’s Church’s Martin Bancroft 
Memorial Community Thanksgiving 
Dinner in Mount Kisco is looking for volun-
teers and donations. The dinner is an annual 
event for those less fortunate in the area. Call 
914-666-8058 for more information.

I really love reporting this type 
of news… the youth group at Trinity 
Presbyterian in Rye recently helped pack 

groceries in partnership with the Hillside 
Food Outreach program to help feed the 
hungry, keep up the great work…

Speaking of great work, good luck and 
best wishes to Westchester Community 
College President Joseph Hankin who has 
announced that he is retiring after 42 years 
on the job.

Love in Action is a local nonprofit 
group that provides financial assistance for 
those less fortunate. They recently opened a 
Hidden Treasures & Donation Center on 
Rt. 202 in Cortlandt Manor and are looking 

for slightly used clothing bedding and linens.
The Boys and Girls Club of northern 

Westchester celebrated their 75th anniversary 
with a “Tastes of Northern Westchester” 
event raising $42,000 to help their programs 
and services, way to go.

Here is a new local business I must 
check out… The Simple Brewer has opened 
its doors in Somers selling folks interested in 
brewing their own beer or making their own 
wine everything they need at Greg Gates’ 
business. He sells beer and wine equipment 
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Governor Andrew M. Cuomo today alerted 
consumers to phone and email scams from 
individuals claiming to be from the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) or the New York 
State Department of Taxation and Finance. 
Scammers posing as IRS or Tax Department 
officials are threatening New Yorkers with 
fines, deportation, arrest, and other penal-
ties if they do not immediately pay a claim 
of owed taxes.

“My administration is committed to 
protecting New Yorkers from illegal and 
dishonest scams that rip-off taxpayers,” 
Governor Cuomo said. “These criminals are 
posing as public officials and using fear to 
dupe taxpayers into forfeiting their money. 
I urge all New Yorkers to be mindful of 
these scam artists and encourage anyone 
who thinks they may have been targeted to 
immediately contact the proper authorities.”

The scams are being conducted primar-
ily over the phone, with a caller instructing 
recipients to immediately submit payment 
for back taxes supposedly owed to the IRS 
or State through wire transfers or a pre-
loaded debit card. In some cases these calls 
have been accompanied by a fake IRS e-mail 
sent to support the claim. If victims appear 

hesitant or unwilling to comply, the caller 
turns hostile by threatening police arrest or 
the loss of one’s home. If the victim does not 
respond to these threats, the scammer may 
have others call the victim pretending to be 

from a government entity such as a local law 
enforcement agency.

In addition, some of the recent scams 
have been specifically targeting immigrants 
in New York State and coercing them with 

THE WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY 
FOR HUMANISTIC JUDAISM

WELCOMES YOU TO A HANUKKAH 
CELEBRATION

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 4 PM at the  
MEETING HOUSE OF THE  

COMMUNITY UNITARIAN CHURCH 
468 Rosedale Avenue, White Plains

For an Interactive Service with Rabbi Tamburello 
Music, Readings Decorations, Menorahs PLUS

 Refreshments-latkes, applesauce, jelly donuts, and more
PLEASE DO BRING YOUR MENORAH TO HELP 

CREATE A FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS
PLEASE BRING A DISH TO SHARE

RSVP Charlotte Klein 914-218-8535 ASAP

“It ’s Worth the Visit!”
UNIQUE GIFTS WITH GLOBAL SP IR IT

(More items than ever!!!)

GIFT SHOP

M A RY K N O L L  S O C I E T Y  M I S S I O N  C E N T E R 
55 Ryder Rd. Ossining, NY 10562 | 914.941.7636 ext. 2427
HOURS: Mon-Sat 10-3, & Fri Dec. 13: 6-8 (before Christmas 
Concert) & Sun Dec. 22: 10-3 | CLOSED: Nov. 28-Dec. 1 & Dec. 24

 Nativities
 Jewelry
 Scarves & Shawls 
 Alpaca Items
 Fair Trade Items
 Children’s Gifts

and ingredient kits, cleaning agents, hops, 
yeast, dry and liquid malt extract, kettles, 
bottles and more.

If you need me to sample the goods, I 
am available…

Our good buddy Pete tells me if you 
are looking for the perfect Thanksgiving 
wine, then you might want to stop by 
Hilltop Wines & Spirits on King Street in 
Chappaqua, NY, who will be open Thursday 
morning for last minute needs. Pete knows 
his wines, and plays a mean shortstop on our 
softball team…

Friends of Karen, a children’s charity 
that serves 22 counties in the tri-state area 

are sending the makings of a wonderful 
Thanksgiving dinner to families caring for a 
child with cancer or another life-threatening 
illness and need our help. Please call 914-
617-4051 for a list of specific food items 
needed, or you can donate a gift card to 
A&P, Stop & Shop, or Shoprite.

The Northeast Westchester Rotary 
Club is holding its annual coat and sweater 
drive throughout the area; drop off points 
will feature large boxes with yellow signs. 
The clothing is distributed to community 
centers and social service agencies through-
out northern Westchester.

Congratulations and good luck to the 
owners of first Kidville location in northern 

Westchester; they held a grand opening 
celebration recently at their new location in 
Mount Kisco, the 6,100-square-foot facility 
features “a state-of-the-art Big Muscle Gym 
playspace, a retail boutique, birthday party 
space, a theater, and studio.

Our Bedford neighbor and artist Jeffrey 
Terreson will unveil his solo exhibition art 
show, entitled “Departure,” at the Bedford 
Historical Hall on 608 Old Post Road 
on Friday, November 29th, the show runs 
through Sunday, December 1st.

The Food Bank for Westchester has 
launched their annual Holiday Turkey 
Drive by asking the public to donate $25 to 
purchase two Thanksgiving turkeys.

Three cheers go out to the fourth 
annual Great Chappaqua Bake Sale at the 

Chappaqua Children’s Book Festival as they 
raised over $20,000 to help fund programs 
that feed hungry children.

It certainly was a great fall sports season 
here in northern Westchester, congratula-
tions to all the teams and local athletes, good 
luck to the winter squads as they prepare 
for their upcoming season. It’s a great, 

inexpensive way to see some exciting action, 
so please head on out and support the local 
sports teams… see you next week.

Mark Jeffers resides in Bedford Hills, New York, 
with his wife Sarah, and three daughters, Kate, 
Amanda, and Claire.

Governor Cuomo Warns New Yorkers of Elaborate 
Telephone and Email Tax Scams 
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By SHERIF AWAD
South African playwright 
Reza de Wet was a prolific 
and socially conscious writer 
who had written 12 plays in 
15 years (five in English and 

seven in Afrikaans). She won nine awards 
for her scripts (five Vita Awards, three Fleur 
du Cap Awards and a Dalro Award) as well 
as every prestigious literary award (a CNA 

Prize, a Rapport Prize and the Herzog Prize 
twice) and productions of her plays have 
won more than 40 theater awards. Aside 
from chipping away at the societal mores of 
Apartheid and racism stylistically, her stories 
masterfully weave biblical myths, tribal 
and Afrikaner folktales, magical realism, 
and stream-of-consciousness storytelling 
in such a poignant and wholeheartedly, 
original way, as to completely reinvent the 

psychological-thriller format.
Now, a feature film based on ‘Diepe 

Grond’ (African Gothic) by Reza de Wet 
was adapted for the screen, produced by 
Damon Shalit, and directed by Gabriel 
Bologna. At the Durban Festival last July, 
the film was screened in Kwazulu-Natal, 
South Africa, where Reza De Wet lived, 
to commemorate the anniversary of her 
death. African Gothic revolves around Sussie 
(Chella Ferrow) and Frikkie (Damon Shalit) 
who live in an isolated farm in South Africa. 
Being cut off from the world both physically 

and emotionally, the couple pass their time 
reenacting their horrific past until a stranger 
pays them a visit only to become part of their 
madness. Bologna and Shalit granted The 
Westchester Guardian this interview.
SHERIF AWAD: Gabriel, when did you 
decide to become a director after a long 
career as an actor?
GABRIEL BOLOGNA: I have always 
been enamored with the art of direction. 
When I was 15 years old, I was a dancer in 
Michael Jackson’s video “Captain Eo” where 
I got to have a front row seat of seeing Francis 

Ford Coppola at work. Financed by Disney, 
it had the highest budget of any music video 
at the time, with crane shots, wire-work, and 
cutting edge special effects. I was captivated 
to see how all these departments would work 
so feverishly with just an occasional note or 
direction from Coppola to his cast and crew. 
How can just a few words accomplish so 
much? Then, at eighteen years old, I was a 
series regular in a television series directed 
by James Burroughs, a legend in the field of 
television, and again, I was fascinated how, 

threats of deportation.
Many of the scam calls have been 

reported as coming from the 530 area code. 
Alternatively, through telephonic ‘spoofing’ 
techniques, the actual phone numbers of 
the IRS, the New York State Department 
of Motor Vehicles, and local police depart-
ments may also register on the caller’s ID 

screen, appearing to legitimize the fraudulent 
activity. Scammers have also used fake names 
and IRS badge numbers, and may be able to 
recite the last four digits of a victim’s Social 
Security Number.

In order to help consumers avoid 
falling victim to this scam, the New York 
State Department of State’s Division of 
Consumer Protection provides the following 

tips and information:
• The State Tax Department and the 

IRS always make first contact by letter with 
a phone number you can contact to verify 
that it was sent by the agency.

• Neither agency will request personal 
or financial information via email.

• Hang up the phone immediately 
if someone claiming to be from the Tax 

Department or IRS unexpectedly calls and 
threatens police arrest, deportation or license 
revocation.

Contact the authorities
To report fraudulent activity to New 

York State authorities, contact the State Tax 
Department at (518) 435-8523 or the New 
York State Department of State’s Division 
of Consumer Protection at (518) 474-8583. 
New Yorkers can also file a complaint online.

The New York State Office for New 

Americans, whose mandate is to reduce 
exploitation of New Americans, has also 
instructed all of its 27 Opportunity Centers 
throughout the state to alert consumers 
about this scam and advise them to hang 
up the phone if they receive any calls of this 
nature. The New Americans Multi-Lingual 
Information Hotline can be reached at (800) 
566-7636 for further assistance.

To report fraud to the IRS call (800) 
829-0433.

COUNCIL

New Slate Sworn to the 2nd Precinct Community Council 
By Legislator BERNICE 
SPRECKMAN
YONKERS, NY – Dr. 
Elliott Palais presided over 
the oath of office to those 
designated to serve the 2nd 

Precinct Council in their respective roles 
and responsibilities on Tuesday, October 
15, 2013, at the Lincoln Park Jewish 
Center. They are President Lorraine Palais, 
Vice-President David Tubiolo, Recording 
Secretary Sunday Tinelle, Corresponding 
Secretary Joseph Marchese, and Treasurer 
Roberta Vaculik.

The 2nd Precinct Community Council 
helps communicate the issues of the local 
communities to Captain Charles Fara and 
Lieutenant Henry Trabucco. The Council 
gives people an opportunity to hear first 
hand news of current events from Captain 
Fara and Lt. Trabucco. The council is a “safe 
haven” for people to give expression to their 
concerns or frustrations with respect to all 
issues.

Yonkers 2nd Precinct is located at 441 
Central Park Avenue in the Lincoln Park 
neighborhood; it oversees the safety of more 
than 50,000 residents. The 2nd Precinct 
encompasses roughly 5 square miles, all of 
Southeast Yonkers, running from the Bronx 

River, eastern boundary, the Saw Mill River 
Parkway on the West, the Yonkers / Bronx 
border the southern border, and Palmer 
Road on the northern border Captain 
Charles Fara is the Commanding Officer, 
and Lieutenant Henry Trabucco is the 
Executive Officer; they lead over 70 sworn 

Police Officers.
The 2nd Precinct has the following 

known landmarks within its boundaries, 
Bergano Park (Rigby), Coyne Park, Cross 
County Shopping Center, Dunwoodie 
Golf Course, Empire City Casino, Hillview 
Reservoir, Lincoln High School, Lincoln 

Park Jewish Center, Redmond Field (Cook 
Field), Sarah Lawrence College, St. Joseph 
Seminary, Tibbetts Brook Park, and Yonkers 
Montessori Academy.

Major thoroughfares within the 2nd 
Precinct are The Bronx River Parkway, 
Bronx River Road, Central Park Avenue, 

Cross County Parkway, Kimball Avenue, 
McLean Avenue, Midland Avenue, Mile 
Square Road, New York State Thruway 
(I-87), Palmer Road, Saw Mill River 
Parkway, Seminary Avenue, Vredenburgh 
Avenue, and Yonkers Avenue.

‘I’m so glad to have so many active 
people involved in our 2nd Precinct 
Community Council. Much of the 2nd 
Precinct overlaps District 14, which I repre-
sent; you couldn’t get a better slate! Lorraine 
Palais has been involved in Yonkers for over 
five decades, David Tubiolo and Joseph 
Marchese are just what we need from our 
youth; to be caring and committed. Sunday 
Tinelle and Roberta Vaculik are some of the 
most dedicated members I know! The 2nd 
Precinct Community Council is an invalu-
able asset not only to local government, but 
to the people of the local communities.’

The 2nd Precinct Community Council 
helps host the annual National Night Out, 
which helps educate and inform people 
of their precinct, simultaneously having 
vendors, bands perform, demonstrations and 
much more, all for the benefit of the people.

The 2nd Precinct welcomes all who 
would like to be informed of their commu-
nities and help better them. Meetings are on 
the third Tuesday of every month at 7:30 
p.m. at Lincoln Park Jewish Center.

Bernice Spreckman is the Westchester County 
Legislator representing District 14.

2nd Precinct Council (L-R): Joseph C. Marchese (Corresponding Secretary), Roberta Vaculik (Treasurer), Lt. Henry Trabucco, Sunday Tinelle 
(Recording Secretary), Lorraine Palais (President), David J. Tubiolo (Vice-President), and Yonkers Police Capt. Charles Fara.
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with just a couple of hand signals here and 
there, the five camera shoot on taping day 
went off without a hitch. Even to his actors, 
he would give a subtle hand gesture to elicit 
a great performance. It was just an incredible 
experience. It seemed as if there was some-
thing almost mystical to the craft: how can a 
director do so much and say so little? I then 

went to NYU Film school, wrote a script, 
made an independent film, and sold it as an 
Original Release to HBO.
SHERIF AWAD: Damon, how did you 
begin your career and how did you decide to 
move to the US? Any challenges you met as 
an actor from South Africa?
DAMON SHALIT: My family immi-
grated to Texas when I was a boy. I always 
wanted to be an actor, my older sister was 
acting professionally in South Africa and 
I was always around it. I had a very strong 
South African accent when we moved to 
the States and it was a real challenge to learn 
to sound American-which opens up more 
opportunity as an actor. When I moved to 
LA after college, I went for voice accent 
work with Allyn Partin who has worked 
with some of Los Angeles biggest actors.
SHERIF AWAD: How did you come to 
collaborate with Damon Shalit on African 
Gothic Gabriel? How did you both meet?
GABRIEL BOLOGNA: In the fall 
of 2009, right after wrapping on a film I 
directed, Damon Shalit gave me his script 
of African Gothic. When he told me it was 
an adaptation, I chose to first research the 
original writer, who, though famous in her 
own country at the time, I regrettably knew 
nothing about. I was very inspired by African 

Gothic and her other works as well.
DAMON SHALIT: We met on the last 
movie I produced in 2006 called A-List. 
Gabriel had a role in it and we became 
friends. I did the play of African Gothic in 
Los Angeles in 2005 and once I had secured 
the rights for the movie I began to work on 
the screenplay. I was also teaching acting at 
NYFA and I brought Gabe in to talk to my 

classes. He was 
in promoting 
a movie called 
Black Waters at 
Echo Pond which 
had a theatrical 
release.
S H E R I F 
AWAD: What 
are the challenges 
of adapting the 
writings by Reza 
De Wet on the 
screen? How do 
you introduce 
and define her 
works for those 
who are unfamil-
iar with it? What 
are the symbolic 
elements she 

wanted to present 
in this play/film?
GABRIEL BOLOGNA: Even though 
African Gothic is the first-ever adaptation 
of Reza’s work, her style of writing just 
beckons film adaptation. It has many layers. 
Her style has such an original, stream-of-
consciousness-style of storytelling that has 
reinvented the psychological thriller genre. 
Yet, on a deeper level, she is attacking the 
false ideals of Western Civilization and its 
use of religion to validate the racial inequality 
of apartheid and slavery, and the subjugation 
of indigenous people all over the world.
DAMON SHALIT: Adapting a play to 
the screen is very challenging. Film is visual 
while plays are about words. I needed to 

make the film more cinematic by taking it 
out of one room- like the play, and introduc-
ing the characters that are spoken about but 
never seen. I needed to open up the film. 
Reza was helpful with the screen adapta-
tion and signed off happily with the final 
script. The story is full of symbols not just for 
South African audiences but for audiences in 
general. When someone is abused, they may 
become the abuser- society or individuals- 
also the repressed religious thru line- when 
people are suppressed sexually and otherwise 
they rebel and A Gothic certainly shows 
that. Also the siblings cling to their past, not 
being willing to adapt or change is another 
symbol, lesson in this story.
SHERIF AWAD: How was the film 
received in Durban Festival? Did it make a 
good impact on viewers and critics?
GABRIEL BOLOGNA: We received 
a lot of media attention not just because 
Reza is renowned in South Africa, but she 
was also from Kwazulu-Natal, the province 
Durban is part of. South Africans are very 
proud people. They were quite honored that 
we brought Reza’s work to the screen.
SHERIF AWAD: What are your distribu-
tion plans for African Gothic after Durban 
premiere? What about your next projects?
GABRIEL BOLOGNA: Since we 
completed the film literally a week before 
Durban, we are now committed to taking 
the film on the festival circuit. I am direct-
ing a comedy called Tango Shalom about a 
Hasidic Jew who struggles with his religious 

beliefs to realize his dream of dancing the 
tango.
DAMON SHALIT: The movie was 
extremely well received in Durban; we got 
very good reviews for the most part… of 
course it paints the Afrikaner in not a great 
light so we had some Afrikaners not happy 
with the picture but it was to be expected. 
We are looking for the right distribution deal 
of course and to play in a few more select 
festivals.

Born in Cairo, Egypt, Sherif Awad is 
a film / video critic and curator. He is the film 

editor of Egypt Today Magazine (www.
EgyptToday.com), and the artistic director 
for both the Alexandria Film Festival, in 
Egypt, and the Arab Rotterdam Festival, in 
The Netherlands. He also contributes to Variety, 
in the United States, and is the film critic of 
Variety Arabia (http://varietyarabia.com/), 
in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), the 
Al-Masry Al-Youm Website (http://www.
almasryalyoum.com/en/node/198132) 
and The Westchester Guardian (www.
WestchesterGuardian.com).
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By ROGER WITHERSPOON
The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission is investigat-
ing possibly major lapses in 
security at the Indian Point 
nuclear power plants, includ-

ing the prospect that criminal elements are 
using parts of the plants’ drills for their own 
training.

Records show that for more than a 
decade, officials at Indian Point have largely 
ignored instances where their internal security 
communications system was compromised 
and blocked by outside individuals. Whether 
the deliberate jamming of security commu-
nications is a decade-long prank or the result 
of individuals or groups using Indian Point 
safety drills as opportunities to test their own 
ability to cause mayhem during a terrorist 
attack is not known.

But the fact that deliberate jamming by 
“an individual or group of individuals” was 
first reported in 2003 by James Lee Witt in 
his analysis of emergency planning on behalf 
of the State of New York and has continued 
intermittently to the point where it forced the 
cancellation of emergency drills in November 
2012 has prompted an investigation by the 
NRC.

Indeed, those who have hacked into 
Indian point’s security have lately become so 
brazen that they have recorded instructions 

made by plant security officials at the begin-
ning of drills, and then jammed the network’s 
receivers by replaying those instructions over 
and over, according to participants, thus 
blocking any further use of the compromised 
security network. And the electronic intrud-
ers were apparently operating within a mile 
or two of the plant siteThe latest allegations 
were the most potentially explosive in a series 
of failures outlined by two former security 
officers – Lt. Skip Travis and Lt. Jason Hettler 
– in a suit filed in U.S. District Court in 
August against Entergy Nuclear , which owns 
the twin Indian Point plants in Westchester 
County some 25 miles from Manhattan. A 
spokesman for Entergy declined to discuss 
the subject.

There is no evidence in the public NRC 
record that there have been any problems 
with security operations or drills at the plant 
site in bucolic Buchanan, along the banks of 
the Hudson River about 10 miles south of 
West Point. The agency’s January, 2013 evalu-
ation of Indian Point 2 and 3 gave the plants 
“green” or top ratings in every category, includ-
ing security.

(http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/
OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/pim_
summary.html )

Indeed, despite a litany of complaints 
against the security operation at the plant, 
the NRC has noted but done little about 

DETOUR

MOUNT VERNON, NY and PELHAM 
MANOR, NY -- Effective immediately, the 
Fulton Avenue Drawbridge between Secor 
Lane and Edison Avenue in Mount Vernon 
and Pelham Manor will have one lane open 
in each direction to vehicular traffic with a 
weight limitation of 20 tons. Numerous 
signs are posted stating the 20-ton weight 
limitation.

Inspectors detected recently structural 
deficiencies. The bridge was closed intermit-
tently in May for maintenance work. Plans 
are currently underway to repair the defec-
tive beams.

The Fulton Avenue Bridge connects 
Mount Vernon to Rt. 1 in addition to the 
area’s major retail corridor.

For additional information, contact the 
Westchester County Department of Public 
Works and Transportation’s Traffic Division 
at (914) 995-2555.

One Lane Re-opens Fulton Avenue Drawbridge. 

Fulton Avenue Drawbridge Re-Opens

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Transformation of Former Yonkers City Jail Into Anchor for Art and Culture Announced by Mayor Mike Spano
World Renowned Art Collector Daniel Wolf and Artist Maya Lin to Create Studio and Exhibition Space at the Waterfront Site
YONKERS, NY -- Mayor Mike Spano 
today was joined by two of the nation’s 
foremost creators and collectors of art to 
announce the purchase and transformation 
of the former Yonkers City Jail along the 
waterfront into studio, gallery, exhibition and 
loft space.

Renowned art and photography dealer 
Daniel Wolf plans to purchase the 10,000 
square foot former jail, which was closed 
earlier this year and offered by the City for 
redevelopment, and use it as a base for his 
collections. Wolf ’s wife, award-winning 
architect and artist Maya Lin, will join him 
in the design of studio space at the facility.

“This prime waterfront real estate in 
the heart of our vibrant Downtown area was 
no place for a jail, but it’s an ideal location 
for an international art collection like that 
of Daniel Wolf,” said Mayor Spano. “There 
is a growing community hub here which 
includes dynamic neighbors like Mindspark, 
ContraFect Biotech, Kawasaki, Y-Enterprise 
and now a base for art and design that further 
establishes Downtown Yonkers as a regional 
capital for creativity and innovation.”

Wolf, recognized as an art, furniture, 
and photography collector and dealer for 
30 years, is currently headquartered in 
Manhattan. Artist Maya Lin designed the 
Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial and has since 
designed buildings, memorials, and created 

significant works of art worldwide.
“Yonkers is a natural place to set down 

roots. The proximity to Manhattan and the 
opportunity to transform incredible sites like 
this beautiful building that the City has made 
available made the decision to move here a 
simple one,” said Wolf. “I am excited about 
this project and being part of the vibrancy of 
the Downtown Yonkers community.”

“The jail offers enormous potential but 
the breathtaking view of the Palisades from 
the door step of the Hudson inspires a vision 
as unique and beautiful as the building itself,” 
said Lin.

In addition to housing Wolf ’s private 
collections, the site will also serve as a base 
from which to deal art and plan and promote 
exhibits for display at world renowned 
museums and galleries. Plans also include 
creating a multi-functional space on the first 

floor that can be used for art exhibits, dance 
performances, lectures, photography shoots, 
and other public events.

Wolf ’s long range plans include 
building two additional floors to the existing 
two-story building to create several artist’s 
studios and residences, further capitalizing 
on the site’s unparalleled light, views and 
location.

Mayor Spano added, “This transfor-
mative project sets an anchor for the art 
community here in Yonkers that adds to the 
culture of a Downtown neighborhood that’s 
bursting with opportunity to live and enjoy 
the beautiful Hudson waterfront.”

SOURCE: Jason Baker, Office of the Mayor, 
City of Yonkers.

(L-R): Yonkers Deputy Mayor Sue Gerry, Art Collector Daniel Wolf, Artist Maya Lin, and 
Yonkers Mayor Mike Spano standing before the former Yonkers City Jail.

ENERGY MATTERS

NRC Probes Security Failings 
at Indian Point

Continued on page 9
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problems delineated in the suit, including:
The falsification of work logs and fitness 

for duty reports, thus allowing security per-
sonnel to exceed the maximum permitted 
work hours per week despite being fatigued.

Jeopardizing the effectiveness of Force 
on Force drills by informing the security per-
sonnel of what routes the “invaders” would 
take to attack the plant.

A faulty perimeter detection system, 
which made it impossible for defenders to 
know where “terrorists” were breaking into 
the plant site and where they were on the 
grounds. As a result of being technologically 
blind during a drill monitored by the NRC 
on October 11, 2011, the suit states “all of the 
‘terrorists’ successfully breached the perimeter 
and the identified target sets located inside 
of Indian Point and succeeded in causing a 
total nuclear meltdown. Not one terrorist was 
killed by any security personnel during the 
drill.”

A combination of faulty detection equip-
ment and internal communications allowed 
“terrorists” to succeed in in reaching all of 
their targets in an NRC-monitored, Force on 
Force drill in April, 2013. Hettler and Travis 
contend that had the April drill “been an 
actual terrorist attack, the 20 million individu-
als who live and work in the 50-mile radius 
meltdown zone would have perished.”

An absence of backup power for the 
internal communications system. As a result, 
the security force could not communicate 
during station blackout conditions.

Agency spokesman Neil Sheehan said 
in an email note that “the NRC is aware of 
the issues raised in the filing. The agency is 
evaluating all of the plant safety and security 
issues described in the lawsuit that are under 
our jurisdiction. The NRC has an extensive 
plant oversight program to ensure that facil-
ity’s owner adequately adheres to federal safety 
and security requirements.”

Ever since the 9/11 terrorist attacks 
the NRC has had strict rules regarding 
what is public and what is considered “safe-
guard” information that cannot be released. 
According to the official 9/11 Report, Indian 
Point was scouted and selected as a backup 
target to the twin towers of the World Trade 
Center, whose upper floors may have been 
obscured had the region been blanketed with 
rain or fog. The Hudson River Flyway serving 
the region’s airports, on the other hand, begins 
just 500 feet above the water. The twin domes 
of Indian Point, jutting more than 300 feet 
in the air in the middle of a bend in the river, 
would be hard to miss even in bad weather.

Security issues in general and cyber 
security in particular are subjects that are 
not discussed with the public by NRC offi-
cials. Sheehan added, however, that “I would 
just note that part of our Reactor Oversight 

Process involves cyber security reviews. Via 
those reviews, we would be able to follow up 
on any earlier problems, including a compa-
ny’s root cause evaluation of an issue.”

He could not, however, comment on 
whether or not the FBI or any other federal 
law enforcement or security agency had been 
consulted about the issues raised at Indian 
Point. A spokeswoman for the FBI said the 
agency does not confirm or deny participation 
in any investigations.

There has never been public acknowl-
edgement of any NRC probe into the 
jamming revealed by the 2003 Witt Report 
( http://bit.ly/gQjdK3 ) . There was wide-
spread criticism at the time of Entergy’s 
response that the jamming was irrelevant 
because the leaders of the radiation detection 
teams had a roll of quarters and could find pay 
phones to call in their findings. That low tech 
work-around is no longer available.

Andrew Spano, who was the 
Westchester County Executive at the time, 
said in an interview this week that “Entergy 
has always handled these drills as if they 
were just something the company had to do. 
I don’t think they ever took them seriously. 
I’m not surprised at their current equipment 
problems. You can never underestimate either 
incompetency or equipment failure.”

The most extensively documented 
evidence of jamming disrupted a three-day 
drill held November, 2012 and monitored by 
NRC security evaluators. Part of the problem, 
recalled Hettler and Travis during a lengthy 
interview, lay in the fact that Entergy devises 
the scenario for the “surprise attacks” and the 
NRC monitors how well the teams react to 
the script as it unfolds. Under NRC rules, 
the participants are not to have any advance 
knowledge of the script, including where the 
attackers will break in, how many there are, or 
what their targets are.

 “The drill was messed up from the start,” 
said Travis. “The operators had the script with 
all of the events, and they kept jumping the 
gun and getting ahead of the script by sending 
us to defend an area before the ‘attack’ had 
occurred. We had to start over three times.”

It was during the fourth try at defending 
Indian Point from an invading team of terror-
ists that the jamming began. “Someone was 
going over the frequency and playing back the 
drill sergeant’s voice,” said Travis. “Someone 
had recorded our earlier conversations and 
was playing the traffic back on our frequency. 
They halted the drill and did radio checks, 
thinking someone on the post was playing 
fictitious voices over the radio.

 “But someone taped those checks 
and then played it back, jamming us again. 
Obviously the person was hearing our entire 
drill in real time and knew everything that 
was happening. They looked at the electronic 
identifier of the incoming signal, and could 

not identify it. It was not coming from anyone 
on the base. So we cancelled the drill.”

This wasn’t the first time signals had been 
jammed. It has occurred frequently enough 
that Entergy security officials have their own 
name for it: “spoofing.”

The problem lay with the antiquated 
equipment used by the security teams. “I 
have been on many shifts where there was 
jamming,” explained Travis, a 25-year security 
veteran and a crew leader at Indian Point. 
“You can’t tell anyone where to move because 
the system is jammed. Our consoles were 
not the type where you could hit a button 
and override the incoming signal. The radio 
communications in our bay stations are the 
originals that were installed when they built 
the plants 40 years ago.

 “As a result, whoever is on the air owns 

the airwaves. If an individual opens his mike 
and tapes it open he owns the frequency till 
the battery goes dead. You can’t cut in. You 
can’t cut him off.”

Entergy updated some of the com-
munications equipment towards the end of 
2012, added Hettler. “But we continued to 
have bleeding, where one radio’s frequency 
bleeds over into another frequency. As a result, 
anyone with a 1,000 Megahertz Jammer – the 
kind you can buy publicly – can drown out all 
of the security frequencies at Indian Point. 
And you don’t even have to be onsite to do it.”

The problem of outside jamming is 
compounded by the failure of the plant site’s 
ARINCS detection system, the former 
security officers said.

 “Within the first 15 minutes of going 
‘hot’ the system crashed 14 times,” said Travis, 

“and it has been a failed system since that first 
night. It crashes whenever there is inclement 
weather – it’s a nonstop problem with respect 
to that.”

In their suit, the two security officers state 
that “between February 2011 and May 2013, 
ARINCS has had tens of thousands of ‘total 
failures’ wherein the ARINCS computer 
system froze, surveillance cameras froze, 
alarms failed to detect movement on the 
perimeter fence, alarms failed to sound, etc. 
and ARINCS continues to fail on a regular 
basis presently.”

The combination leaves security guards 
at Indian Point effectively deaf and blind.

Phil Musegaas, program director for 
Riverkeeper, an environmental group seeking 
to close the twin reactors, said Entergy’s toler-
ance of continued jamming is a serious issue 
that needs to be immediately addressed.

 “It’s appalling,” Musegaas said. “This 
is a situation where you should assume the 
worst and get to the bottom of it as quickly 
as possible when you consider the stakes we 
are dealing with.

 “In any other industry, if there were 
similar problems in their critical infrastructure, 
the plant would be shut down and an inde-
pendent investigation would be conducted 
and they wouldn’t be allowed to operate until 
their security was proven to be effective. At 
this point, what is going on there sounds like a 
laughable situation.

 “It would be laughable if it weren’t so 
serious and so dangerous.”

--Roger Witherspoon writes Energy 
Matters at www.RogerWitherspoon.com

ENERGY MATTERS

NRC Probes Security Failings at Indian Point

Andrew Spano, former Westchester County 
Executive.

Phillip Musegaas, Riverkeeper Program 
Director.
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Getting Through to Autistic Kids
With Humor, Comics and Rock ‘n’ Roll

AUTISM

By CHRIS ROSTENBERG
I have been working with 
two autistic boys as a super-
visor for over a year, and I’ve 
learned lessons others who 
have autistic people in their 

lives may find valuable. I’m cerebral and I like 
to interact with kids and animals to try to 
understand how their minds let them expe-
rience the world, so working with autistic 
children is a nice fit for me. Also, I believe 
getting the children to interact with their 
supervisors, peers and others is very produc-
tive in helping them to learn social skills. The 
general public too would gain by learning 
more about human nature by understanding 
autism.

The boys are twins, Walter and Fred, 
and although they are 15, they are emotion-
ally and intellectually about 11. They both 
are only mildly affected, but have many 
symptoms common to those on the autism 
spectrum. Walter, who is more socially asser-
tive and a bit of a wiseguy, bites his hand and 
makes funny noises. He will repeat the same 
phrase over and over, and when he is asked 
what is on his mind, he often gets irritated. 
Fred also has repetitive motions, especially 
when stressed, and yanks his head away as 
if confronted with a frightening bee. When 
frustrated, he will hit his head against objects, 
which is dangerous. Before I started working 
with him, Fred slammed his body into a door, 

doing himself a serious injury. Both boys are 
comfortable with looking people in the eye, 
and they laugh a lot. They are fortunate to 
have each other. I find them charming and 
funny and I think they like me. I’m glad they 
are not depressed by their situation – igno-
rance can be bliss.

Walter has the typical fascination with 
water, and loves to throw rock after rock 
into the pond near his house. His focused 
interest is on animals, and when embarrassed 
or angry at himself, he will call out, “I’m an 
animal trainer!” Walter is hard to discipline 
and often stands too close when talking. 
When walking on the treadmill at school, 
he will turn his head and try to carry on a 
conversation with people on the other side of 
the room who aren’t listening.

Fred is less socially assertive and his 
passion is girls. He will hold up a photo of 
high-school girls taken at a party thrown by 
his mother for the boys and say, “Are they 
sexy or what?!” Sometimes I need to correct 
him. For example, one day he walked up to 
two girls in school and said to the first, “Hi, 
I’m Fred, you’re pretty!” Then he said to the 
second, “Hi, I’m Fred, you’re prettier!” That 
time, I had to correct him.

When I first started working with the 
boys, I wondered how I could intellectually 
stimulate them. We tried playing the board 
game Risk together, but while the brothers 
were interested in the board (which is a map 

of the world) and the combat aspects of the 
game, Risk required too much concentra-
tion. Pictionary was out too. I decided to try 
books. Reading is difficult with the boys, so 
I figured good comics would help. I’ve been 
a life-long fan of Tintin, the Belgian classic, 
and I got Fred to read the comic to me aloud. 
When his voice was too quiet, I made him 
repeat it. It turns out he started to love the 
plots and characters. Walter reads very 
quickly, ignoring punctuation marks, and 
often has little understanding or memory of 
what he reads. I make him repeat pieces if he 
does not acknowledge punctuation. I think 
reading these comics has increased the boys’ 
confidence and their appreciation of books. 
In the library, one nice old lady approached 
us and told me I was very patient with the 
boys.

The comics allow me to quiz the boys 
on how they determine the emotional and 
intellectual status of the characters in context. 
Comics are a better medium than movies and 
TV shows and regular books for this kind 
of testing, because we go at our own speed 
and can see the characters’ body language 
and facial expressions. I recommend all the 
color Tintins. (I also recommend “With 
the Light” by Keiko Tobe, a Japanese comic 
about a young couple learning that their son 
has autism. The parents in the story have 
never heard of the condition and their edu-
cation can be the readers’ as well. The art is 
soft and feminine, and you really feel for the 

mother. The boy is especially sympathetic, 
with large sensitive eyes.)

I decided to see if the boys and I could 
get to understand each other if I used simple 
humor. I would say, “Last one to the car has 
to ride home in the glove-compartment!” 
“Oh, nonsense!” Fred would reply. When it 
was time for Walter to walk the dog, Bobby, 
I would say, “Come on, Walter, put the 
collar on your neck and give Bobby some 
poop bags to clean up after you!” Walter 
would respond, “Awww! Dogs don’t walk 
people!” Usually Fred gets the jokes quicker, 
but Walter employs his own jokes modeled 
on mine. Walter asked as we pulled into 
McDonalds if he could swim in the pool 
in the basement of the restaurant, or visit 
the library in the attic, because I had previ-
ously made a similar joke. Since they’re in 
high school, I figure the boys will use bad 
language, so I invented some bad words that 
would not offend people. Now the boys will 
say of the scary dog in their neighborhood, 
“Misty is a norknon!” and while watching 
a DVD, one of the boys might say, “Darth 
Vader is such a dinkle-shnoron!” I also taught 
the boys to slap me five and do fist-bumping.

I was 15 when I first got into music, 
and I wanted to introduce the boys to rock. 
Walter insisted that he disliked rock, that he 
only liked classical music, so I made a CD 
for him including A Fifth of Beethoven from 
the Saturday Night Fever soundtrack. They 
like the songs much more when I explain to 
them the song lyrics (if there are any), which 
can be hard to follow. Now they know Hotel 
California, Paradise by the Dashboard Light, 
Freebird, Goodbye Stranger, Age of Aquarius, 
several songs from A Chorus Line, and many 

others. What teenager would not like these 
tunes? Walter will say, “That song was very 
musical!” and will sing along with his own 
lyrics, “Chris was a bullfrog, was a good 
friend of mine! I never understood a single 
word he said, but I helped him a-drink his 
wine!” One friend of mine who saw me 
working with the kids underestimated their 
ability to understand the songs, but I’ve 
never liked talking down to kids. One thing 
I wasn’t expecting is that Walter got me into 
classical music!

While Walter finds homework easier 
than Fred, and does better in school, I learned 
that Fred is more interested in stories, and 
is, in his own way, more substantive than 
his brother. Trying to get the children into 
music, I played for them a beautiful Dolly 
Parton song where a young woman has a 
crisis pregnancy that ends on a sad note. Fred 
appreciated the story, while Walter was less 
interested at first. Fred also seems to like ath-
letics, but he will never play dangerous sports 
due to his injury.

There are areas that need improve-
ment, like when I try to discipline Walter, 
but while supervising the boys is challenging, 
it’s rewarding too. Recently, while on one of 
our walks, Fred said to me, “We want you to 
work with us forever!” I’ve had more presti-
gious and higher paying jobs, but working 
with these kids has given me more satisfac-
tion than any other job I’ve ever had.

I am looking for another part time job working 
with disabled kids or adults. If you would like to 
work with me, I can be reached at ChrisRosty@
gmail.com , subject line: JOB.

LATINO GIANT

By JOSE ARISTIMUNO
Just this year, tragedies such 
as the Navy Yard shooting in 
Washington D.C. and the 
recent scare at a New Jersey 
mall proved that the conver-

sation of gun control in this country should 
continue.

And if that wasn’t enough, in 2012, 
over four mass shooting rampages occurred. 
The Newtown tragedy last December re-
opened the narrative that is far too common 
in this country. A tragedy occurs in which 
innocent victims are targeted, the American 
public mourns the dead of the innocent and 
demand gun reform to be implemented, 
Congress ignores them, and nothing gets 
done.

I find it deeply implausible to compre-
hend how members of Congress, especially 

Republicans, are unwilling to do the job they 
got elected to do. According to a Washington 
Post-ABC News poll, 9 in 10 Americans 
support expanding background checks on 
gun purchases. That is an extraordinary level 
of agreement on a political issue.

This is an issue that gathers support 
among gun owners and non-gun owners 
alike, Democrat or Republican, and even 
members of the National Rifle Association.

How is it that with something that 
carries such a heavy amount of support gets 
zero traction in Congress? How many more 
shootings must we endure? How many 
more innocent victims need to die before 
Congress does its job and passes a series of 
commonsense, bipartisan legislation that the 
American people are demanding?

Bipartisan solutions such as closing 
background check loopholes to keep guns 

out of dangerous hands, banning mili-
tary-assault weapons and high-capacity 
magazines are just some of the things that 
Congress could be signing into law.

It’s obvious at this point that the gun 
lobby is doing everything in its ability to kick 
the can down the road. But as we have seen, 
time and time again, the issue is not going 
anywhere.

As each day goes by, and shootings 
continue to happen, we will continue to have 
this conversation. But the time for Congress 
to act is long overdue.

The truth is that no one wants to take 
away or limit our second amendment rights. 
The series of proposals previously mentioned 
are commonsense and are seriously needed. 
And whoever says otherwise has not done 
their homework.

Right after the horrific events that 

occurred in Sandy Hook Elementary, 
President Obama appointed Vice President 
Joe Biden to lead an initiative to tackle gun 
violence from a policy perspective. However, 
despite the administration’s willingness to 
tackle the issue, including the president’s 
willingness to take action and sign over 20 
executive orders to tackle the issue of gun 
control, nothing got done in Congress.

Part of this is due to politicians in 
Washington who are unwilling to compro-
mise in order to try and score political points 
instead of doing what the majority of the 
American people have been demanding for 
quite some time.

It’s a shame that despite the wide 
approval from the American people when 
it comes to the importance of expanding 
background checks for gun purchases, the 
gun control bill fell short of passage in the 

U.S. Senate last April by only 6 votes. In 
large part, this was due to the pressure that 
gun lobbying groups placed on congress to 
stop this bill from becoming law.

So let’s not wait for another shooting or 
another innocent death, before something 
gets done in Washington.

And if Congress does not act, then it 
is time for voters to replace those members 
who are being obstructionists and unwilling 
to pass common sense legislation.

Jose Aristimuno is a graduate from American 
University, with a Political Science Degree and 
a concentration on American Government. He’s 
completed studies on international relations 
and economics at Harvard University. He is 
the founder of Latino Giant, a blog focused on 
empowering U.S. Latinos to reach their greatest 
potential.Follow Jose Aristimuno on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/jose_aristimuno

Shooting After Shooting, Congress Does Nothing Towards Gun Control
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Celebrate The Holidays at Ciao! 
ITALIAN CUISINE

Zagat Rated “Excellent” • Voted “Best Italian Restaurant ” Westchester Magazine, 2006

OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon.-Thurs. Noon - 10PM • Fri. Sat. & Sun. Noon -11PM
RESERVE NOW FOR HOLIDAY PARTIES: 2 PARTY ROOMS AVAILABLE SEATING 75 & 100

Ciao • 5-7 JOHN ALBANESE PLACE, EASTCHESTER  • 914.779.4646 •   www.ciaoeastchester.com

The debut version of Duane Allman’s 
7 CD box-set was released this past 
March of 2013. “Skydog: The Duane 
Allman Retrospective” was a commer-
cial success, it was a limited-edition run 
of just 10,000 numbered copies that 
quickly sold out. That version included 
a gold velour-lined box that represented 
a guitar case, a replica of Duane’s guitar 
pick, a “Skydog” sticker, and vellum 
disc sleeves. In response to consumer 
demands Duane Allman advocates 
will have access to what matters most. 
All of the 7 CD’s are included in this 
“Encore Edition” version now packaged 
in a slimmer package at a lower price. 
* Note: The original numbered box-set 
often fetched mesmerizing selling prices 
in the range of $300-$400 at Ebay and 
Amazon! Today you can purchase this 
current edition for under $100 that also 
includes the insightful/detail oriented 
seventy-two page booklet.

For the record: Guitarist Duane 
Allman clearly defined the seventies 
blues-rock era, rated second behind Jimi 
Hendrix in Rolling Stone magazines 
list of 100 greatest guitarists. Most of 
Duane’s work with the Allman Brothers 
has been well documented, but Duane 
was also an active session musician who 
additionally added so much passion 
and depth to Clapton’s Derek & the 
Dominos band on their one and only 
studio recording “Layla and Other 
Assorted Love Songs.”

A vast majority of the songs 
included have been previously issued 
with just a handful or two of surprises 
that I wasn’t aware of. The most note-
worthy are an acoustic live performance 
with Delaney & Bonnie, and a rousing 
“Sugar Magnolia” with Duane sitting in 
with the Grateful Dead at the Fillmore 
East from April of ’71. Make no doubt 
about it: Having so much Duane 
captured in one place within a box-set 
is significant and a treat! Standouts 
include session work with Clarence 
Carter, Wilson Pickett, Arthur Conley, 
the Soul Survivors, King Curtis, Aretha 
Franklin, Otis Rush, Boz Scaggs, 
Ronnie Hawkins, John Hammond Jr., 
Herbie Mann, and even with the likes 
of pop-stars Lulu and Laura Nyro. 

Even though appearing elsewhere; the 
Allman Brothers nineteen minute “You 
Don’t Love Me/ Soul Serenade” has 
Duane stepping up to the microphone 
live on the airwaves on WPLJ-FM at 
A&R studios in NYC from August 
’71 talking about the memorial service 
he’d recently attended for the deceased 
King Curtis who was slain in front of 
his house in Harlem. This performance 
is riveting and will raise your hair as it 
takes flight at supersonic speeds. Other 
nice touches are hard to find “Blue Sky” 
and a delightful “Dreams” performed 
live at Stony Brook from September of 
’71. Also worthwhile mentioning are live 
takes of John Lee Hooker’s “Dimples” 
with Duane’s vocal, and solid rendition 
of “I’m Gonna Move to the Outskirts 
of Town” from April ’70 at the Ludlow 
Garage in Cincinnati, OH. The three 
Herbie Mann’s tunes from “Push Push” 
are fascinating as they offer a glimpse 
of what could have been in Duane’s 
future as somewhat jazzier and funkier 
inclusions.

This comprehensive 7 CD set 
was produced by Duane’s daughter 
Galadrielle Allman and reissue producer 
Bill Levenson. The lengthy booklet 
with Duane photos and essays by 
Scott Schinder and Duane’s daughter 
is fact filled with loads of musician 
credited songs, well documenting 
Duane’s earliest recordings and onto 
his final notes. Duane Allman passed 
on October, 29th, 1971 just a few weeks 
prior to what would have been his 
twenty-fifth birthday. But he sure left 
a solid and diverse legacy for us all to 
absorb here. That being said I’m sure 
you’d know someone who’d love to find 
this baby under the Christmas/Holiday 
tree this year, don’t you? Yo-ho-ho.

Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com. Now 
celebrating 13 + years on the air at WFDU 
- http://wfdu.fm , 24x7 On Demand 
Radio: http://wfdu.streamrewind.com/
show/profile/11 , WFDU’s Sounds of Blue 
is the most pledged to program for 5 con-
secutive years. Senior Contributing Editor 
to: http://www.Bluesrevue.com , http://
WestchesterGuardian.com, and http://
YonkersTribune.com.

THE SOUNDS 
OFBLUE
By BOB PUTIGNANO

 MUSIC

“Skydog: The Duane Allman Retrospective”
(Encore Edition) www.Rounder.com

http://www.soundsofblue.com/
http://wfdu.fm/
http://wfdu.streamrewind.com/show/profile/11
http://wfdu.streamrewind.com/show/profile/11
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http://WestchesterGuardian.com
http://WestchesterGuardian.com
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Since JFK Was Assassinated
CREATIVE DISRUPTION

By JOHN F. McMULLEN
I remember exactly where 
I was when President 
John F. Kennedy was 
assassinated in Dallas on 
November 22, 1963. I was 

working as a civilian employee, a computer 
programmer, for the Department of the 
Army at the Brooklyn Army Terminal 
in New York. I was involved in develop-
ing a payroll program to run on the very 
powerful (for the time) multi-million 
dollar IBM 7070 computer (which took up 
a large air conditioned room).

The news came over the loud speaker 
that the president had been shot and work 
came to a standstill as we milled around 
and tried to get more information. The 
gates of our military base were secured and 
the contingent of Army and Navy person-
nel stationed at the base were put on alert 
– no one really knew what was going on.

We crowded around a television in an 
executive office until the news came over 
that the president was dead. There was a 
hush in the office although some began 
crying and the top executive in Systems 
and Programming, a very sharp woman, 
Dorothy Minecke, in a degree of shock, 
looked out the window at the flag and said, 
“You’d think the flag would be at half-mast.” 
Soon, we all went home.

When I reached Inwood (which at 
the time had more bars than any other neigh-
borhood in New York City), I stopped into 
McSherry’s and found many in suits 
gathered near the television just gaping 
at the events. I particularly remember a 
lawyer, later to be a judge, saying over and 
over again, “What kind of country do we 
have?” -- Some things you don’t forget!

In the 50 years since, much has 
changed in our political world – 9 US 
Presidents, the Civil Rights Acts, more 

assassinations, “Watergate,” 9/11, two wars 
in Iraq, one in Afghanistan, homosexuals 
coming out of the closet and being allowed to 
take advantage of the benefits of marriage in 
many states, the first African American presi-
dent, etc. – and even more has changed in 
my field of computer technology.

As stated above, the computer 
that I worked on, the IBM 7070 was a 
behemoth, taking up a giant air condi-
tioned room on a raised floor (leaving room 
for all the cables needed to keep the machine 
and its parts connected and running) -- it 
had large storage units and 10 large reel 
magnetic tape drives for reading and 
writing of data. In a sense, this, the first 
computer that I ever saw -- and then 
worked on -- was also my first “personal” 
computer, in that, I could sit at the console 
and “single cycle” through my instructions 
to check them out.

The Department of the Navy, which 
had space in the same location had 
recently announced “Big Brother” to the 
7070, an IBM 7074, which had a proces-
sor speed 150% times that of the 7070 
-- blazingly fast for those times -- but slower 
than my current iPad and Google Nexus!

At that time, each computer had not 
only a different processor chip, but a dif-
ferent programming language to provide 
instructions to cause the computer to “do 
something.” As background, computers 
only “understand” instructions written in 
“machine language,” a series of instruc-
tions implemented by the designers of 
the processor chip and understood by a 
relatively small group of people – engi-
neers and computer scientists. To allow 
many more people to write instructions 
(“programs”) for computers, computer sci-
entists developed programming languages 
– sets of instructions in crypto-English 
words that could then be converted by 

a program, called an “Assembler,” into 
machine language. As the processor chips 
differed for each computer system, the 
machine language also differed and the 
programming languages used at that time 
also differed for each machine.

What this meant was that a business 
or government agency could not move 
from one computer system to another – 
or from one computer vendor to another 
– without redoing all the programs that it 
had written for the old system. This could 
be a monumental task as well as an expen-
sive one.

The Department of Defense, the 
nation’s largest user of computers took the 
bull by the horns and announced that it, 
through a technology committee, would 
specify a new programming language and, 
after a reasonable period of time, would 
neither buy nor lease any computer that 
did not come with a program to translate 
this new language into machine language 
for the computer. This meant that only 
one high-level programming language 
needed to be learned and it could be 
used for any machine the DOD chose to 
purchase. The committee was formed (its 
most famous member was Admiral Grace 
Murray Hopper, a veteran of the develop-
ment of the first working electronic computer, 
the ENIAC) and a standard was written 
for “Common Business Oriented 
Programming Language”, “COBOL” 
which became the main programming 
language for business language for years to 
come -- the Department of the Air Force 
did a similar “strong-arm” mandate of the 
use of “Ada” for any applications involv-
ing multi-programming in missile systems 
(Ada is one of the two only programming 
languages named after real people --- in this 
case, after Ada Lovelace, daughter of George 
Gordon, “Lord Byron,” who is considered the 
first programmer; the other is “Pascal,” named 
after mathematician / philosopher / inventor 
of a mechanical calculator , Blaise Pascal).

IBM, which had no interest in making 
it easier for its customers to convert to 
equipment of other vendors, met the 
barest requirements for its implementa-
tion of a COBOL compilier (the program 
that converted the COBOL instructions 
to machine language. Its compilier for the 
7070 / 7074 line was actually a two step 
process, converting the COBOL instruc-
tions to “7070 Autocoder,” the language 
that had previously been used for the 
systems, and then to machine language, a 
rather lengthy process.

At the time of COBOL’s release, my 
previous employer at the Brooklyn Army 
Terminal had a programmer write a test 
program. It was then compiled (translated 
to machine language) on the 7070 -- it 

took an hour and ten minutes; they then 
compiled it on the 7074 and it took 45 
minutes; finally, they took the program to 
Fort Momouth, NewJersey and compiled 
it on a Burroughs 5500 where it compiled 
AND executed (ran) in 55 seconds! 
When it was time for IBM to introduce 
its next generation of computers, the 
System 360, it dramatically improved 
its COBOL compilier -- showing that 
business interests usually trump tech-
nological innovation (a case-in-point 
-- Kodak invented the Digital Camera but 
decided not to promote it as it would eat into 
its very lucrative film processing business; not 
a good long range decision -- more photos are 
now taken on an iPhone than on any other 
camera and Kodak is out of business).

After COBOL, many “high -level 
languages” were spawned. In fact, hundreds 
of new languages are written every year 
in computer science graduate programs 
throughout the world -- and they disap-
pear just as rapidly. The only ones that 
survive are the ones written to fill a par-
ticular need -- the aforementioned ADA; 
“C” for speed and efficiency; “Java” to 
facilitate Internet-related processing and 
the languages that support “database” pro-
cessing -- “MYSQL” and Oracle’s “SQL” 
(MYSQL is really a “scripting language” -- 
but I won’t go into the difference).

On the hardware side, the changes 
were dramatic, the IBM 360 gave way to 
the 370 and then to the System 390 -- and, 
more importantly for the present, smaller 
computers arrived -- computers that could 
go into small businesses and then into 
homes. Digital Equipment Corporation, 
known by its symbol, “DEC,” began the 
move to small with the introduction of 
the first minicomputer, the “PDP1”, in 
the early 1970s. It was soon followed in 
this arena by such firms as Data General, 
Hewlett-Packard, and Wang.

Then, in the late 1970s, MITS intro-
duced the “Altair,” the 1st microcomputer, 
and the age of the Personal Computer 
began. Soon Paul Allen and Bill Gates 
formed Microsoft (then “Micro-soft”) to 
make microcomputers programmable, 
the “Steves” founded Apple and gave us 
an attractive desktop computer, and Dan 
Bricklin & Bob Frankston developed 
the first spreadsheet, “VisiCalc,” which 
soon became indispensible for businesses 
(bringing with it the Apple II, VisiCalc’s 
only platform for a good while). The 1980s 
brought us the IBM PC, the Macintosh, 
telecommunications for the masses, 
and “letter quality printers.” The 1990s 
brought the World Wide Web and the 
Graphic Browser (which became the “killer 
app” that brought computers into the home 
and had the most profound changes to the way 

we live and do business since the automo-
bile), total acceptance of the “Graphic User 
Interface”(“GUI”) and laptop computers.

The last decade brought us the explo-
sion of the use of cell phones, portable 
music players, iTunes, social network-
ing, the iPhone, the rise of Amazon, 
Google, Facebook, and Twitter, cable 
channels challenging traditional television 
networks, e-book readers, total disruption 
of the entertainment marketplace as such 
staples of that world either just went away 
or made their way toward bankruptcy 
-- Tower Records, BlockBuster Video, 
Borders, Kodak, local film processing & 
music stores, etc.-- as well as the tragedy 
of 9/11.

In the few years of this decade, we 
have seen the iPad and the rise of “tablet 
computing;” the beginnings of “wrist com-
puting” and wearable eyeglasses display; 
driverless cars; personal drones; and the 
explosion of on-line education through 
MOOCs, as well as massive re-thinking 
of what this new electronic life has done 
to our concepts of privacy, security, and 
national sovereignty.

If anyone had told us on that tragic 
weekend of our presidential assassina-
tion that, in the next 50 years, we would 
have been through the collapse of the 
great Soviet Empire; 4 wars; seen the as 
yet inbuilt landmark of our greatest city 
toppled, not by a foreign government but 
by a terrorist network; and that we would 
have a nation of totally wired citizens who 
would shop and pay bills electronically; 
e-mail and “text” more than telephone; 
carry computers more powerful than that 
IBM 7074 in our pockets; use wireless 
global communications in cafes and the 
streets and listen to music, read books; and 
watch television and movies on handheld 
devices, we would have thought that the 
speaker was either a science fiction writer 
-- or a delusional lunatic.

We’ve come a long way, baby -- and I 
think that, although it will be a rocky road, 
the best is yet to come (assuming we work 
hard at educating future generations and 
building a fairer society).

Creative Disruption is a continuing series 
examining the impact of constantly accelerat-
ing technology on the world around us. These 
changers normally happen under our personal 
radar until we find that the world as we 
knew it is no more.

Links to other writings, Podcasts, & Radio 
Broadcasts at http://www.johnmac13.com; 
hear my interview of Westchester Guardian 
Editor Hezi Aris at www.blogtalkradio.com/
rapidtalk/2013/10/13/the-johnmac-show

http://www.johnmac13.com/
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/rapidtalk/2013/10/13/the-johnmac-show
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/rapidtalk/2013/10/13/the-johnmac-show
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By JOHN SIMON
A Shakespeare produc-
tion that is not a foreign 
import or squeezed into 
a small outlying theater is 
a rarity indeed, for which 

reason alone one welcomes Lincoln Center 
Theater’s giant-scale “Macbeth,” directed by 
the gifted Jack O’Brien.

We get a sort of son et lumière show, 
visually majestic, everything huge on the 
enormous Vivian Beaumont stage, and 
made even larger by an upper level led to by 
curving stairways right and left (powerful 
décor by Scott Pask), fiercely dramatic 
lighting by Japhy Weideman, and abstract 

but evocative projections by Jeff Sugg, and 
scenic images that etch themselves into our 
consciousness.

All is well until mouths are opened. 
Most of the actors are well spoken; much 
fault lies unavoidably in the flatness of 
American English. But there is a special skill 
in speaking verse in such a way that it blends 
naturalness, with a soupçon of meter and, 
where called for, rhyme. And with that, this 
production does not thrill us.

As Macbeth, the perfectly capable 
American stage and screen actor Ethan 
Hawke is the most culpable. Not only does 
he turn everything into prose, but even his 
prose is remarkably insensitive to meaning. 
He can bellow or whisper, speak fast or slow, 

but his voice, though adequate, is unexciting, 
and his bearing, though manly, uncom-
manding. Macbeth is both villain and tragic 
hero; to bring out both in the right propor-
tion is difficult, although for some other 
Macbeths not impossible.

It is particularly unfortunate that the 

text harps on the word Scotland, yet what we 
get is blatantly New York. Even the sole Brit 
here, Anne-Marie Duff, suffers from a slight 
squeakiness of voice. And Daniel Sujeta, 
an acceptable Macduff, lacks the needed 
charisma. The otherwise tolerable Malcolm 
of Jonny Orsini is similarly uncharismatic.

The witches, or weird sisters, have been 
played by men before, and the text mentions 
their beards. But they address each other as 
sister and function better as women. O’Brien 
has taken liberties, providing beside three 
mostly vertical witches, another unscripted 
trio of horizontal, creepy-crawly ones, and 
has one or some of them appear even where 
the text does not call for it.

He also gives greater prominence to the 
underground goddess Hecate, a role, given 
her uncharacteristically singsong speech, 

may be an interpolation by another, lesser 
hand.

Francesca Faridany handles her well, 
despite her somewhat comical getup. 
Catherine Zuber’s other costumes are 
restrained and apt, of no particular period, 
though Lady Macbeth’s party dress may be a 
bit flagrantly haute couture. Scott Pask’s stark 
set manages to combine flowing fabric with 
toweringly architectural hardware. Mark 
Bennett’s music is rightly sparing and appro-
priately ominous.

Less felicitous is such doubling as when 
the Bloody Sergeant turns, in full view, 
into one of the witches, or when a witch 
metamorphoses into the drunken porter, 
the lowliest, least supernatural of beings. 
And because O’Brien’s apparent dislike of 

FLEETWOOD 
RENOVATED APARTMENTS FOR RENT

80 West Grand Street,  Fleetwood

Beautiful, Newly Renovated, Spacious 1 Bedroom Apartment 
$1350/month

Brand New Kitchens, Living Rooms & Bathrooms • Granite Counter Tops
 New Cabinets, Stoves & Refrigerators, Credit Check Required 

Available Immediately   Call Management Office for details:

914.632.1230

-

51 Shades of Gray

Ethan Hawke in the role of “Macbeth”.

Ethan Hawke as “Macbeth”, Daniel Sunjata as “Macduff ”, Richard Easton as “Duncan”, and 
the Company of Shakespeare’s “Macbeth”.

Company image of Shakespeare’s “Macbeth”.

Anne-Marie Duff as “Lady Macbeth”, and 
Ethan Hawke as “Macbeth”.

Anne-Marie Duff in the role of “Lady 
Macbeth”.

Brian d’Arcy James in the role of “Banquo”, and 
Ethan Hawke in the role of “Macbeth”.
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soliloquies, some mute character, usually a 
witch, hangs around as presumed addressee.

Some of the best effects have nothing to 
do with Shakespeare, as when tall red flowers 
filling a vase proceed to shed their petals like 
speeded-up autumn leaves, or when Lady 
Macduff (a good Bianca Amato), with son 
and swaddled infant, rises on a platform soon 
surrounded by murderers, or again near the 
end, when a number of female characters 
don black veils like Muslim women.

So if you can excuse an ineffectual 
protagonist and settle for decent supporters 
such as Richard Easton (Duncan), Brian 
d’Arcy James (Banquo) and the trio of 
witches (Byron Jennings, John Glover and 
Malcolm Gets, even though they are men as 
well as strong visual effects, you may still find 
enough to sustain your interest.

Photos of “Macbeth” by and courtesy of T. Charles 
Erickson.

Venue: Lincoln Center Theater – Vivian 
Beaumont, 150 West 65th Street, between 
Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue, New 
York, NY 10023. Tickets: Box Office and 
Telecharge at 212-239-6200, TDD/TTY at 
212-239-2820, or online ticketing at http://
LCT.org.

In the British film “Kind Hearts and 
Coronets,” an obscure but enterprising 
member of an aristocratic family, kills the 
eight members that stand between him 
and an earldom. It did much to establish 
stardom for Alec Guinness who played 
all of them, and may do so for Jefferson 
Mays, who plays them in the musical “A 
Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder,” 
very loosely adapted from it.

We find the serial comic dispatches of 
what is here the D’Ysquith (note the pun 
on dies) family in a show with book and 
lyrics by Robert L. Freedman, and lyrics 

and pleasantly pastiche music by Steven 
Lutwak. Accomplished and amusing, it 
may suffer at the box office from not having 
a major name attached to it.

The clever set by Alexander Dodge 
comprises a stage within the stage, the inner 
one reproducing that of an Edwardian 
theater, but with enough surrounding space 
left to suggest a world outside. Discreet 
projections by Aaron Rhyne and persuasive 
period costumes by Linda Cho also help. 
There are also some surreal elements, such 
as ancestral portraits chorically comment-
ing on the action, a somewhat shopworn 
device.

Montague “Monty” D’Ysquith 
Navarro is in jail awaiting judgment on the 
morrow whether to hang or go free. Need I 
mention that death in operetta is a rare phe-
nomenon, the feelgood ending undercut 
here by a vague threat, a bit too excogitated 
even for this fanciful context.

Monty, a D’Ysquith on the side of a 
mother expulsed for eloping with a shady 

Castilian, is caught between two women: 
the naughty and adulterous blonde Sibella 
Hallward (Lisa O’Hare) and the virtuous 
brunette Phoebe D’Ysquith (Lauren 
Worsham) not in line for the title and thus 
not marked for elimination. In the show’s 
funniest scene he is holding them off and 
apart by propping up two facing doors, one 
with each arm.

Bryce Pinkham is a charming Monty, 
with a good English accent shared by most 
of the others. As noted, Jefferson Mays 
deftly differentiates his eight characters, 
and both actresses delight in their different 
ways. A finicky viewer may object that one 
of the eight murders is actually performed 
by an even unlikelier other person (though 
in Monty’s presence), and that a couple 
of the murders are too far-fetched by the 
most permissive standards. But never mind: 
in the theater, well-contrived silliness is a 
manifest asset.

Photos of “A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and 

Murder” by and courtesy of Joan Marcus.

Venue: Walter Kerr Theatre, 219 West 48th 
Street, between Broadway and Eight Avenue, 
New York, NY 10036. Tickets: Telecharge, of 
Box Office: 212-239-6200 or 800-432-7250.

John Simon has written for over 50 years on 
theatre, film, literature, music and fine arts 
for the Hudson Review, New Leader, New 
Criterion, National Review, New York 
Magazine, Opera News, Weekly Standard, 
Broadway.com and Bloomberg News. Mr. 
Simon holds a PhD from Harvard University 
in Comparative Literature and has taught at 
MIT, Harvard University, Bard College and 
Marymount Manhattan College.

To learn more, visit the JohnSimon-
Uncensored.com website.

Jane Carr as Miss Shingle and Bryce Pinkham as Monty 
Navarro in “A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder”. Lisa O’Hare as Sibella Hallward and 

Bryce Pinkham as Monty Navarro in “A 
Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder”.

Joanna Glushak as Lady Eugenia, Lauren Worsham as Phoebe 
D’Ysquith, Bryce Pinkham as Monty Navarro, Lisa O’Hare 

as Sibella Hallward, and Jefferson Mays as Lord Adalbert 
D’Ysquith in “A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder”.

Jefferson Mays as Henry D’Ysqith, Jennifer Smith and Brice 
Pinkham as Monty Navarro in “A Gentleman’s Guide to Love 

and Murder”.

Slow Boat To Moscow
A Viking River Cruise Down the Neva River to the Volga

LEAVING ON A JET PLANE

By BARBARA BARTON 
SLOANE
“Rivers know this: there is 
no hurry. We shall get there 
someday.”
--A.A. Milne (1882-1956)

My sentiment exactly! As a veteran of 
many cruises, I am confident of one 
thing: a great cruise is found in the 
details. Prior to Viking, river cruising 
was little known to travelers. It conjured 
up images of a steamboat on the 
Mississippi or helping to paddle a canal 
barge through England or France. Now, 

all that’s changed – welcome to the 
world of Viking River Cruises!

I recently cruised the “Waterways of 
the Czars” excursion from St. Petersburg, 
Russia to Moscow on this, the largest 
fleet of river vessels in the world. As 
a leader in the industry, it is singu-
larly focused on providing guests with 
up-close experiences on the river with 
a dedication to “Green” ships with fuel-
efficient engines. Its visits to cultural and 
historic landmarks, its onboard dem-
onstrations and lectures and language 
lessons, and its expert local guides in 
each destination further place Viking in 

a field by itself.
 Russia has a long and fascinating 

history with a diverse population of 
143 million, spectacular natural beauty, 

great art and architecture, and a superb 
culinary tradition. It’s the world’s largest 
country with broad plains, tundras, vast 
coniferous forests and soaring moun-
tains. Our leisurely cruise wandered 

through a kaleidoscope of small villages 
and towns to weave a tapestry at once 
intriguing and alluring.

Viking Ingvar, PC: Viking River Cruises.

Continued from page 13

51 Shades of Gray
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Continued on page 15
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City of White Nights
Ah! St. Petersburg! Known as Peter 

the Great’s “Window to the West,” 
this city’s wide and gracious boule-
vards are made for strolling, and its 200 
miles of waterways (albeit man-made) 
inspire comparisons with Venice or 
Amsterdam. Designed on a grand scale 
“it is as though one walked through 
a city built for giants,” mused Lewis 
Carroll in his 1867 diary. Of course 
the first stop on everyone’s sightsee-
ing list: the Hermitage. Catherine the 
Great’s passion for art and beauty trans-
formed the Winter Palace into one of 
the world’s most splendid museums. 

Among the more than 1,000 rooms are 
3,000,000 exhibits and displays, a stag-
gering collection from ancient Egyptian 
to early 20th century art.

 In the Italian galleries I was partic-
ularly taken with a small work, daVinci’s 
“Madonna and Child.” Profound and 
noble, it depicts the Madonna tenderly 
gazing down at her son while in the 
background, a landscape of distant 
mountains and blue skies add a tranquil 
tone. Moving into the 19th-20th century 
galleries, I was drawn to Picasso’s 
“Three Women,” one of the artist’s most 
important cubist works. He turned the 
traditional subject of the Three Graces 
into a refined study done in red and 
brown earth tones. Possibly my very 
favorite object in the Hermitage was 
its Golden Peacock. For more than two 
centuries, the Hermitage has housed a 
unique exhibit that never fails to evoke 

enchanted admiration from visitors - 
the famous Peacock Clock. It consists 
of figures made of gold, a peacock, a 
cockerel and an owl, that form part of 
this elaborate timepiece-automaton 
fitted with mechanisms that set them 
in motion. I was captivated by its slow, 
precise movements as the peacock 
seemed to come alive. Oh to have a year 
to spend in the Hermitage and maybe 
– just maybe - see the rest of its mind-
blowing collection.

Tell me, who among us would 
visit St. Petersburg without attending 
a ballet? The Mariinsky Ballet, having 
produced world-famous dancers since its 
inception in the 18th century, was just the 
ticket! We saw a performance of Giselle 
and the next day, traveled to Peterhof, 
the summer palace of the czars, 20 miles 

from the city’s center where we set eyes 
on its world-famous dancing fountains 
and gold-plated sculptures. Finally, we 
said adieu to “The Venice of the North,” 

hoping to someday return and expe-
rience the other many treasures this 
scintillating city has to offer.

The Golden Ring
At embarkation, the river welcomed 

us with crisp, clear weather as we began 
our cruise following the Volga-Baltic 
Waterway, a 700-mile complex system 
of natural lakes, rivers, artificial reser-
voirs and canals that link the Volga with 
the Baltic Sea. The landscape continu-
ally changed, from meadows, soaring 
mountains and deep fir forests to small 

 Holistic Health Services   
 1600 Harrison Ave., Ste.307A, 

Mamaroneck, NY 10543  

 

Diana O’Neill
Holistic Health Services

I will journey with you 
during challenging times

and help you find the psychic energy 
to cope with whatever arises.

 Counseling • Energy Healing • Hypnotism 
Spiritual & Psychic Healing 

By Appointment, only 
  Free consultation given on first visit.

914.630.1928

LEAVING ON A JET PLANE

A member of the Presidential Regiment 
stands guard at the Kremlin.

The Peacock Clock in the Pavilion Hall of the Hermitage Museum, designed by James Cox in 
1772. PC: Google Images.

Continued from page 14

Slow Boat To Moscow

Continued on page 16

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermitage_Museum
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settlements and dachas (villas) that 
dotted the banks. We had the chance to 
visit quaint Golden Ring towns north-
east of the capital - Ports of Call like 
Mandrogy, a town that had burned down 
in the 1940’s and in 1996 was rebuilt 
into a popular Disney-like tourist village 
with farmsteads, horse-drawn hayrides, 
stables and horses. Tramping around the 
grounds in the cold and damp, a deep 
chill set in so we hopped on a horse 
and buggy ride directly to their Vodka 
Museum (offering samples!) – a chance 
to warm up in more ways than one!

On to Kizhi Island in the center of 
Lake Onega with churches and settle-
ments that date to the 15th century. It’s 
made up of dozens of historical wooden 
buildings that have been moved here for 
preservation. The entire island forms a 
national open air museum with more 
than 80 historical structures; in 1990, 
it was included on UNESCO’s list of 
World Heritage sites. We wandered 
into an 1880 farmhouse that contained 
everything a family of that day would 
need: a living room/bedroom, a cattle 

shed, and a hay loft. The entire family 
lived together in one large room and in 
winter they were frequently joined by 
their farm animals - the extra warmth 
very welcome!

The city of Yaroslavl stretches for 
18 miles on both banks of the Volga 
and is renowned for its numerous 17th 
century churches. The highlight of this 
Port of Call was visiting the Church 
of Elijah the Prophet containing walls 
covered with frescoes, constituting a ver-
itable museum of Old Russian paintings. 
Here also is the Governor’s Mansion 
which houses the Yaroslavl art museum. 
Spread across many palatial rooms is an 
impressive collection of 18th-20th century 
Russian paintings.

In Uglich, we had the fun opportu-
nity to visit a typical home. The gracious 
lady of the house served us a repast of 
bread, pickles, cold cuts and vodka. 
Her tiny bungalow was neat and pretty, 
the walls papered with photographs of 
family members.

Moscow on my Mind
“If I had to think where I could live if 

not Moscow, London would be my first 
choice and second would be New York,” 
the oligarch Roman Abramovich tells us. 

Of course! Expensive cities, all, but then 
for Mr. Abramovich, 5th richest man 
in Russia, 50th richest in the world,”no 
problem”! His sentiments, however, are 
spot-on because Moscow is a world-
class city in every respect. I mean, just 
think: Red Square, the Bolshoi Theatre, 
the insanely quirky St. Basil’s Cathedral, 
dream-like parks to wander through, 
romantic night lights that play on the 
Volga, and – the Kremlin! How’s that 
for an exciting lineup? One of the high-
lights of my visit (no, really!) was a spin 
on the Moscow Metro. World-famous, 
it has elegant, stunningly lit stations, not 

to mention sculpture, huge chandeliers 
and gilded details. MTA, I’ll never see 
you in quite the same light again!

Another over-the-top stop for me, 
intrepid shopper that I am, was the 
glorious GUM department store. Its 
ornate Neo-Russian façade takes up 
nearly the entire eastern side of Red 
Square and looks far more like a palace 
than a department store. A consumer 
mecca for visitors to Moscow, the top 
floor was, during the time of the Soviet 
Union, a secret clothing store for only 
the highest echelon of the party. Today, 
the exclusive boutiques are accessible to 

anyone with a platinum card. That said, 
the building itself is fabulous and on the 
higher floors, there are still some inter-
esting relics of days gone by that make it 
well worth exploring.

From medieval citadel to modern 
power center, Moscow’s Kremlin has 
played a dominant role in Russia for 
over 800 years. Majestic and picturesque, 
it’s the chief architectural wonder of the 
city with mighty walls, soaring towers 
and an eclectic mix of architecture that 
reflects all the paradoxical shifts of this 
fascinating country. Today, the Kremlin 

The Kremlin at night. PC: Google Images.

The Catherine Palace.

The spectacular St. Basil’s Cathedral in Moscow was commissioned by Ivan the Terrible in 
the 16th century to commemorate a military victory. It is easily the most famous sight on Red 

Square.

Continued from page 15
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GovernmentSection

800.872.7405  •  203.324.4090 

City Carting of Westchester
Somers Sanitation

B & S Carting
AAA Paper Recycling

Bria Carting
CRP Sanitation

www.citycarting.net

Commercial • Industrial
& Residential Services

Roll-Off Containers 1-30 Yards
Home Cleanup Containers

Turn-Key Demolition Services

DEC Licensed Transfer Station
 

DEP Licensed Rail Serve
Transfer & Recyling Services

Licensed Demolition Contractor

Locally Owned & Operated
Radio Dispatched

Fully Insured - FREE Estimates

On-Site Document Destruction

Same Day Roll Off Service
8 Viaduct Road, Stamford, CT  06907

The Foresight and Stewardship of Bronxville Residents 
By Mayor MARY C. 
MARVIN
This past fall the Village 
planted over twenty 
street trees including 
red maples, lindens and 

pears, but given that we lost over 100 
during the past two years of storms, 
we are clearly playing catch up.

Unfortunately, this number does 
not even take into account the many 
lost on private property due to storms 
or disease or sadly healthy ones 
removed for expansion or remodeling.

The Village does not have a Tree 
Ordinance as we have historically 
relied on the foresight and steward-
ship of our residents to value this 
intrinsic asset. With few, though 
glaring exceptions, this has been the 
case.

“Street” trees serve architectural 
and engineering functions beyond 
the aesthetic value. They enhance 
building design, reduce glare and 
reflection, screen unsightly areas, 
muffle urban noise and reduce 
the “heat island effect” caused by 

pavement and commercial buildings.
As an added plus, urban trees 

grow in value as they age while most 
other municipal assets including 
roads and sewers decline in value.

Trees on private property 
produce even greater monetary value. 
Studies have demonstrated that 10 to 
23 percent of the value of a residence 
is based on its tree stock. A munici-
pality also captures some of this 
monetary value as enhanced property 
values increase assessed values and 
the resulting tax base.

Trees also provide important 
symbolic links with the past and are 
important often simply because they 
have lived through eras with which 
we have few other connections left.

They also positively alter our 
environment by moderating climate, 
improving air quality, harboring 
wildlife, preserving soil and conserv-
ing water.

As example:
Tree roots hold soil in place, slow 

run-off and combat erosion.
Leafy trees catch precipitation 

before it reaches the ground, allowing 
some to drip and evaporate thereby 
reducing run-off and erosion.

Leaf litter creates an environment 
for earthworms and other organisms 
that helps maintain soil quality.

Trees reduce the heat intensity of 
the greenhouse effect by maintaining 
low levels of carbon dioxide.

Trees also remove gaseous pol-
lutants from the air by absorption of 
particulates such as ozone sulphur 
dioxide and PAN, the chemical com-
ponent of smog.

Trees also shield people from 
ultra-violet rays, reducing UV-B 

 GOVERNMENT MAYOR MARVIN’S COLUMN

Before speaking to the police...call

George Weinbaum
        ATTORNEY AT LAW

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

FREE CONSULTATION:

Criminal, Medicaid/Medicare Fraud Matters  
White-Collar Crime & Healthcare Prosecutions

T. 914.948.0044   F.914.686.4873

remains as alluring as ever, a mixture 
of lavishness and austere secrecy. Two-
thirds of the citadel territory is closed 
to visitors but the remaining third 
contains enough treasures to occupy 
several days of sightseeing. One of the 
oldest museums in Moscow and part of 

the Kremlin is the Armory, a stagger-
ing treasure-house replete with ancient 
Russian regalia, ceremonial tsars’ dress, 
church hierarchs’ vestments, gold and 
silverware by Russian, European and 
Eastern masters, arms and armories, and 
royal carriages. Objects such as rings, 
bracelets, and pendants by Old Russian 
masters spoke to my love of antique 
jewelry. Turning a corner, I found a 
virtual treasure-trove of precious textiles, 

ornamental embroidery, suits of armor 
and secular garments from the 16th to the 
early 20th century. Viewing some of Peter 
the Great’s sumptuous caftans set my 
head spinning. I collapsed on a nearby 
bench to settle myself and ponder the 
glorious riches that I’d just experienced. 
It was at that moment that it dawned on 
me: I’m in the Armory Museum …in 
the Kremlin…in Russia… and this is the 
end of a most wonderful week cruising 

Russia’s rivers and having encoun-
ters only possible on a slow, unhurried 
Viking meander to Moscow. I wouldn’t 
have it any other way!

If You Go:
Viking River Cruises
www.vikingrivercruises.com

All photos, except those specified otherwise, 
are by Michael Sloane and courtesy of 

Michael Sloane Travel Photography.

Travel Editor Barbara Barton Sloane 
is constantly globe hopping to share her 
unique experiences with our readers; from 
the exotic to the sublime. As Beauty / 
Fashion Editor she keeps us informed on the 
capricious and engaging fashion and beauty 
scene.

Slow Boat To Moscow
Continued from page 16
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By Mayor PETE 
SWIDERSKI
After four years of 
negotiation between 
the New York State 
Department of 

Environmental Conservation (DEC) 
and BP, the two parties have finally 
signed what is known as a Consent 
Order (a copy here). This completes 
the long process of the New York 
State DEC defining the degree 
of clean-up of both the off-shore 
portion (known as “OU2” and the 
clean-up is defined here) and land 
portion (known as “OU1” and the 
clean-up is defined here). This is a 

milestone moment for the Village 
– New York State has finished deter-
mining how far the clean up needs 
to go and documenting the process 
BP must follow to describe and then 
carry out the remediation.

We are dubiously privileged to 
boast one of the most contaminated 
sites in the Northeast. In its indus-
trial heyday, the factories on our 
waterfront literally invented the prac-
tical use of PCBs for wire insulation 
and other uses - a dubious honor that 
left swaths of the property contami-
nated beyond reason. We can boast 
unique varieties of PCBs not found 
anywhere else in the country - and BP 

(who had bought a company, Arco, 
that had in turn bought the original 
company, Anaconda that caused 
the pollution) has inherited the full 
responsibility to clean it all up. Some 
of our soil is contaminated liter-
ally hundreds of thousands of times 
beyond the acceptable standard, and 
the effort over the last few years has 
been to figure out to what standard 
and generally how it needed to be 
cleaned.

The DEC moved slowly and 
deliberately. They wanted to make 
sure that the dictats they set down 
made sense, from both an economic 
and scientific point of view. They 

required BP to carry out what seemed 
endless studies and samplings so 
the DEC had the data it needed to 
complete its determinations. The 
clean-up, which will cost hundreds 
of millions of dollars, will take several 
years once it begins. The next steps to 
get us to this clean-up will involve 
the following:

Renegotiate the Consent Decree
Through the OU1 and OU2 doc-

uments, the State has described the 
clean-up standard it expects BP to 
fulfill. There is another standard that 
BP is obligated to meet as well, and 
that is embodied in something called 
the Consent Decree. That was agreed 
upon between BP, Hastings, and the 
non-profit Riverkeeper back in 2003, 
setting a clean-up standard for the 
on-shore portion of the property. 
The Decree will need to be revisited 
by all parties and renegotiated to 
reflect the new realities of the DEC 
requirements. For example, back in 
2003, the Consent Decree envisioned 
a bulkhead edge to the waterfront. 
DEC now envisions a slope that 
descends into the water. These (and 
other) differences will have to be 
reconciled. We will seek to do so 
expeditiously.

Complete the Remedial Design
BP has to complete a series of 

planning documents that will require 
DEC sign-off. These documents will 
describe (among other things) the 
engineering design of the clean-up: 
exactly how BP will clean up the 
“what” that the DEC has described 
they need to clean. Some of this 
planning has been underway now 
for a year, but it will take at least 

18 months more to complete. We 
will then be (finally) ready to see 
BP put shovel to dirt and begin the 
clean-up of the northern 28 acres of 
this historic and incredibly situated 
site. (In fairness, some clean-up is 
underway even now: a series of wells 
have been pulling up liquid PCBs, 
but this is a temporary step on the 
way to a full cleanup.)

This is an enormously compli-
cated clean-up. It is frustrating to 
look at Dobbs Ferry or Tarrytown 
and see their progress, and see so little 
here. But the fact is that our 42 acres 
carries some pretty unique pollu-
tion - pollution not found anywhere 
else. And it will require special care 
to clean up. But we are finally at a 
point where we agree as to what that 
clean-up is. And within hopefully a 
couple of years, it can finally begin.

During this period, the Village 
will continue discussions with BP 
about what will happen to the site 
once it is remediated. (It is cur-
rently zoned for an industrial use it 
will never see again.) The process of 
determining what we, as a Village, 
want down there and then rezoning 
the land appropriately to allow for 
that lies before us. We have started 
elements of that planning: a com-
mittee of local volunteers has worked 
through a plan on where roads and 
development is likely to go to help 
guide BP on the engineering design 
of the clean-up. However, the re-
zoning will be a broader-based effort 
and will take some time. We’ve spent 
decades waiting for this spot to be 
revitalized. We will take a couple of 
years figuring out what belongs there.

A number of parties have 
brought us to this point. BP and the 

A Cause For Paws Pet Adoptions

Siggy is an 8 yr. old, neutered male 
orange tabby. He is very calm and 
easy going, and is good with dogs, 
cats & kids.
 

Solo is a friendly and energetic 2 yr. 
old neutered male pit mix. He loves 
to play and go for runs. He is good 
with dogs, cats & kids.
 

To submit an adoption application or to inquire about other cats and dogs looking for homes, please contact 

cause4pawsny@aol.com

Whiskey is a very friendy cat who 
is looking for a loving home. He is 
good with dogs, cats & kids. Whiskey 
is a neutered male and is 2 yrs old.

DEC Consent Decree Signed Regarding the Waterfront
MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR

exposure by about 50%. Trees are 
especially important on playgrounds 
where children spend hours outdoors.

Not only do the trees themselves 
represent economic value, the ancil-
lary benefits also translate into long 
term economic savings.

The net cooling effect of just one 
young healthy tree is equivalent to 10 

room size air conditioners operating 
20 hours a day. Well placed trees on a 
property can cut air conditioning cost 
by 10% to 15% as well as indirectly 
cutting the carbon dioxide emissions 
from cooling units.

Rows of trees, even small conifers, 
reduce wind speed up to 85% and a 
good windbreak can save up to 25% 
of winter heating costs.

Selecting a tree that will thrive 

in a given set of site conditions is the 
key to long term tree survival. Before 
selecting a tree for planting, many 
factors should be considered: the soil 
conditions, exposure to sun and wind, 
human activity near the tree site, 
drainage, space constraints and har-
diness zone. The tree must also have 
adequate space to grow to maturity 
both above and below ground. Of 
particular importance in Bronxville is 

a tree’s proximity to power lines. Con 
Edison has the absolute right to trim 
trees into the infamous “V” shape to 
expose their wires.

The Bronxville Historical 
Conservancy has embarked on a 
project to delineate native plant and 
tree species best suited for the various 
topographical differences in Village 
neighborhoods. The end product will 
be a very useful, long term guide for 
successful planting in the Village.

If you spot a distressed or dead 

tree or notice a public location that 
merits a tree, please email us at 
Village Hall at dpw@vobny.com and 
we will put the location on our list for 
remediation.

Mary C. Marvin is the mayor of the 
Village of Bronxville, New York. If you 
have a suggestion or comment, consider 
directing your perspective by directing 
email to mayor@vobny.com.

Continued from page 17
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By LUKE HAMILTON
Last Friday, Representative 
Jared Polis, a progres-
sive Congressman from 
Colorado, suggested 
that to fix the mess 

created by Obamacare’s implemen-
tation, we need to accept amnesty 
for illegal immigrants. He favors 
the passage of House Resolution 15, 
which would provide a roadmap to 
citizenship for most immigrants who 
are here illegally. “If we can pass H.R. 
15, people who are here illegally will 

have to get insurance on their own 
instead of forcing Americans to pay 
for their insurance,” said Mr. Polis.

In other words, the key to fixing 
the mess caused by this progressive 
disaster is more progressive refor-
mation. We just will start working. 
Apparently, the problem with the 
healthcare.gov website and hotline 
is that there is not enough traffic; so 
that increasing the number of people 
trying to enroll will decrease the wait-
time. Who knew? In all seriousness, 
only a slavish ideologue would call 

for more of what caused the problem 
in the first place. It’s the same caliber 
of cerebral fortitude demonstrated by 
the vice president’s famous affirma-
tion that we must spend our way out 
of debt.

Putting aside the galactic amount 
of illogical chutzpah Representative 
Polis exhibits, his words underscore 
an important truth. The Democratic 
spin-machine will find a way to 
capitalize on this debacle. With 
the exception of Nancy Pelosi, they 

PORT CHESTER, NY -- State 
Senator George Latimer is urging 
the Senate’s leadership to pass leg-
islation that will consolidate the 
Federal and State primaries on the 
fourth Tuesday of June. Combining 
the primaries on one date in June 
will save New York taxpayers and 
local governments $50 million. 
Latimer has long advocated for June 
primaries not only as a cost-saver, 
but to create a more rational elec-
toral calendar between the Primary 
and General Election.

“Last Tuesday’s election results 
clearly reinforced that our constitu-
ents demand relief from taxes; this 
is cost savings that we can deliver. 
We owe it to every taxpayer to find 
the most common sense solutions 
first and I believe that commitment 
should start with passing legisla-
tion to combine the federal and 
state primary dates to save New 

York taxpayers $50 million,” Senator 
Latimer stated.

Legislation combining the 
primary dates is currently sponsored 
by Assemblyman Michael Cusick 
(A.8918) but does not have a Senate 
sponsor.

Latimer continued, “I’ll sponsor 
this bill but the inside participants 
in the legislative process know that 
it is going to take a member of 

the Republican / IDC Majority to 
sponsor the bill in order to actually 
pass the bill. This bill to consolidate 
primary dates in June is right on the 
merits and right on the economics. 
There is no explanation on Earth 
that justifies the State Senate failing 
to pass this bill.”
SOURCE: Senator George 
Latimer’s Director of 
Communications, Brian Hegt.
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Senator Latimer Supports Bill for June Primary
Will Save Taxpayers $50 Million

ANALYSIS

The Chicago Hindenburg Academy
Now Accepting New Pilots

DEC both showed good faith and 
earnestly worked to come to terms. 
The DEC’s thoroughness, while it 
may have dragged the process out, 
helps maximize the chance that the 

clean-up will be appropriate and 
thorough. The engineering firms 
hired by our village stepped into 
validate the process periodically. 
Scenic Hudson provides extensive 
consulting advice, especially at the 

re-start of the process four years ago 
and Ned Sullivan was very effec-
tive in getting parties talking again. 
Jerry Quinlan (a former trustee and 
long-time resident who I asked to 
engage this process shortly after I 

was elected four years ago) doggedly 
pressed all parties, attended meetings 
and conference calls over the years, 
and remains engaged still. To these 
people, I say thank you. The real 
implementation lies ahead and I will 
be pushing for all parties to remain 
engaged and committed and working 
as quickly as possible to get this done. 

One (big) milestone down on the 
road to our return to the waterfront 
of our future.

Peter Swiderski is the mayor of 
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York.

Direct email to: mayor@hastingsgov.
org .

DEC Consent Decree Signed Regarding the Waterfront
MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR
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ANALYSIS

By BOB MARRONE
In Niccolò Machiavelli’s 
signature work, The 
Prince, he spent a good 
deal of time explaining 
how it is better to be 

feared than loved. The dread of fear, 
he wrote, was greater than the need to 
be loved, and tended to achieve more 
immediate results. He also wrote 
that a prince must be careful in his 
dealings not to be hated. It makes a 
lot of sense. I wonder, though, how 
he would have responded to the last 
half of the twentieth century and 
the toddler years of the twenty-first? 
How would he have advised a man 
such as Barack Obama, who was 
hated before he even obtained the 
reins of power, and even more so after 
he achieved so much in his first five-
plus years.

Since, as the Master’s work also 
intimates, the actions of a prince, 
whether disingenuous or sincere, 
are the most responsible for his 
public image and standing among 
the people, I imagine that good old 
Niccolò would have not been able to 
help much. Actions, it seems, can be 
totally overlooked or minimized in 
today’s media frenzies world.

Freedom of speech, granting 
as it does wide latitude in permit-
ting disinformation and outright 
lying, coupled with the technological 
ability to amplify and widely dis-
seminate misleading information, 
make it easy to distort reality or even 
create an alternate one. Populations 
which today are only nominally 
better informed than in the past are 
proactively misinformed through the 
use of cynical, if scientific, market 
research and targeted focus groups 

that allow political operatives 
to give the taste of truth to the 
gruel of their distortions. Worse 
still, such efforts on the part of 
all ideologies are often intended 
to appeal to the worst of our fears 
and paranoid beliefs.

In such an environment 
Machiavelli would have to write a 
whole new book.

In 2009, as Barack Obama 
was settling into office, the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average reached 
a low of 6547. In my own work-
place at the radio station people 
were running around asking if 
the market would ever come 
back, and if their retirement 
savings and other investments 
were permanently compromised. 
Their fears were shared by tens of 
millions of Americans. Millions 
more watched their homes 

transform from a family hearth 
and prime nest egg into prisons 
of insufficiently secured debt; this 
for many the first mile on the 
road to foreclosure. The principle 
catalysts for these tragedies and 
the near collapse of the economy 
were the implosion of Wall 
Street due to inadequate regula-
tions and poor oversight, and the 
country’s investment in two wars 
and a Medicare prescription drug 
program all of which were paid 
for on credit. For good measure, 
during that same period of the 
previous eight years, the gov-
ernment had not only cut taxes, 
it returned money to tax payers 
which then required even more 
borrowing.

In the manufacturing sector, 
two of the nation’s largest 
employers, GM and Chrysler, 
stood on the verge of bankruptcy. 
The failure of these institutions 

HATE FINDS ITS MARK

The Right Told Us So About Obama

seem to be moving past the denial 
phase and are already looking for 
a way to spin this to their advan-
tage. Among the ideas I imagine 
being tossed around the Obama 
“war room” right now are “Blame 
Bush, Healthcare is Racist, Website 
Designers Were Overly-Concussed 
Former NFL Players, It’s All the 
Fault of Bush & Cheney, Sinister 
Plot Hatched by the Koch Brothers 
and Matt Kibbe, and The NRA”.

The truth is, as much as the 
utter failure of Obamacare feels like 
conservative Christmas come early, 
progressives will not let their crown 
jewel tarnish this easily. Obamacare 
goes far beyond the European social-
ist guise it was sold under; it is the 
vehicle for hard-left statist refor-
mation. As Representative Louis 
Gohmert discussed recently, he 
recently found a provision in the 
Obamacare law which allows the 
president to create a commissioned 
and non-commissioned officer corps 
which will be tasked with being ready 
to “meet both routine and public 

health and emergency response 
missions.” As Rep. Gohmert notes, 
“It says it is for international health 
crises, but then it doesn’t include 
the word ‘health’ when it talks about 
national emergencies.” What does 
this have to do with affordable health 
care? And why would we need addi-
tional government forces from the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services to deal with non-health 
related national emergencies?

Both the Commissioned Corps 
and the Ready Reserve Corps are 
in addition to the newly-bolstered 
IRS ranks, currently training with 
AR-15s. If you remember, AR-15s 
are the “military style” assault 
weapons which the President believes 
don’t belong in the hands of non-mil-
itary personnel. The fact that he trains 
his accountants with them means one 
of two things, either a) he no longer 
believes that non-military personnel 
should be prevented from possessing 
these rifles, or b) the IRS is now a 
branch of our military.

To say that they believe in this 
law and will fight for it using any 
means necessary is to acknowledge 

the Chicago school of politics which 
spawned the President, Valerie Jarrett, 
and other members of the Obamas’ 
inner circle. When the questions get 
tough, the maxim of Chicago politi-
cians is to find/manufacture dirt on 
your opponent to deflect attention. 
After all, it was his former chief-of-
staff (now Mayor of Chicago) who 
famously quipped, “You can never 
let a serious crisis go to waste.” Has 
there been a more serious structural 
crisis in recent memory? So the only 
question is, how will they distract the 
nation long enough to enact a “fix” 
for Obamacare? Thus far, the finger-
prints on the steering wheel of this 
Hindenburg are solely Democratic 
and that can’t sit well with DNC 
leadership.

The most troubling prospect 
would be if they decide to bring 
Boehner and McConnell into the 
fold. Thus far, the speaker and the 
minority leader have had to drool in 
secret over Obamacare’s progressive 
potential, as the heroic efforts of a 
conservative few in both the senate 
and the house have held their feet 
to the fire. But neither man is on 
the side of liberty, as demonstrated 
by their unwillingness to derail this 
monstrosity when their support 

might have done just that. The 
truth is that Obamacare represents 
enormous power over the lives of 
Americans and that appeals to pro-
gressives on both sides of the aisle. It 
is possible that this situation becomes 
so politically toxic to the President 
and his devotees that they are forced 
to bring the Republican leadership in 
both houses of Congress on-board 
in order to shore up support and 
position potential blame-targets for 
future failures.

A patriot would refuse, knowing 
that this millstone has the potential 
to set the progressive agenda back 
a couple of decades; but Speaker 
Boehner and Senator McConnell 
will never be known for their stalwart 
patriotism. If the president, Senator 
Reid, and Secretary Sebellius sat 
down with Boehner and McConnell, 
offering them the opportunity to help 
“fix” Obamacare, I have no doubt that 
whatever paltry shred of conserva-
tism still held by the speaker and 
the minority leader would evaporate 
faster than a thrill can travel up the 
leg of Chris Mathews.

The president has no better 
option and given the gutless lead-
ership demonstrated by Boehner, 

McConnell, Cantor, et al, he would 
likely succeed in recruiting their 
support, provided the carrot dangled 
is juicy enough. I fear that getting 
buy-in from the GOP in both houses 
would serve everyone nicely, except 
the American people still stuck under 
the onerous law they keep trying 
to fix. This is the hand for which 
Boehner has been waiting. He doesn’t 
want to scrap Obamacare; he wants 
to steer it.

Luke Hamilton is classically-
trained, Shakespearean actor from 
Eugene, Oregon who happens to be a 
liberty-loving, right-wing, Christian 
constitutionalist. When not penning 
columns for ClashDaily.com, 
Hamilton spends his time astride the 
Illinois-Wisconsin border, leading 
bands of liberty-starved citizens from 
the progressive gulags of Illinois to 
[relative] freedom. Hamilton is the 
creative mind/voice behind Pillar & 
Cloud Productions, a budding pro-
duction company which resides at 
www.PillarCloudProductions.com. 
He owes all to his Lord and Savior, 
Jesus Christ, whose strength is per-
fected in his weakness.

Continued from page 19
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stood to kill not only the thousands 
of jobs there, but thousands more at 
hundreds of suppliers. And as for jobs 
n general: The unemployment rate in 
2009 reached at 10%.

Politically, the United States 
was bogged down in two wars: Iraq, 
a poorly planned mistake with no 
occupation or exit strategy; the other, 
Afghanistan, mishandled at the start 
by virtue of the focus in Iraq, resign-
ing it to the longest war in our history. 
Worse, we had gone from an admired 
and aggrieved party after 9-11, to one 
of the world’s most unpopular coun-
tries because of the manner in which 
we pursued our objectives.

The country was in trouble, and 
getting worse every day. I am not 
going to blame all of this on George 
W. Bush or the Republicans who 
were in power before Obama. Both 
houses and both parties in congress, 
as well as several previous adminis-
trations must share the blame. But 
the fact was that the country found 
itself in dire straits, and elected a 
new president to deal with it. This is 
where hate comes in. From the day he 
took the oath of office, he was beset 
with any and all kinds of obstruction. 
Moreover, he was branded a Marxist, 
Socialist, and a hater of America. 
It was proclaimed that he was not 
born here and that he was a secret 
Muslim somehow in league with 

terrorists. He was called a coward and 
an appeaser for reaching out to other 
countries. Members of congress who 
ought to care about the country first, 
especially so at that troubled time, 
announced that it was their duty see 
that he failed even if they might agree 
with his policies on a given issue. 
One clown of a congressman even 
cried out “liar” in the midst of a State 
of the Union Address. Similarly, a 
Supreme Court Justice, one of several 
who have come to that body with an 
agenda, openly defied the President 
during another address.

We can argue all day on whether 
race played a part, or if it still does, 
in the hatred by a portion of America 
towards this president. But you know 
who you are, and you often enough 
tell me when you don’t know what I 
do for a living. At this point it is moot, 
and I agree probably not the central 
cause. But I will believe it plays a part 
in that many progressive policies are 
seen by to benefit the impoverished, 
many of who are people of color. Yes, 
many sincerely hate big government 
and liberal ideas, and often have good 
reasons for their skepticism. But the 
hatred of Obama is far too personal. 
Consistently and without justifica-
tion it has been said by his enemies 
that he is ruining the country, that he 
is incompetent and that he wants to 
tear America down; this despite his 
successes.

Today, we are near the conclusion 

of both wars. The Dow is over 16,000. 
Unemployment is at 7.3%. GM and 
Chrysler are thriving, and so is Wall 
Street, despite having to make repara-
tions of billions of dollars. On top of 
all of this, the government has made 
a profit from the returns on its bailout 
money. And just today we heard that 
the Obama administration’s imposed 
sanctions on Iran are bearing fruit 
that should avoid another war, and 
despite skepticism, protect Israel.

“But Bob”, you say, “what about 
Obmamacare?“ Keep your hospital 
gowns on, that is why we wrote this 
today!

At last, your prediction has come 
true. The incompetent, born else ware, 
Muslim, Marxist, Socialist, cowardly, 
destroyer of worlds has shown his 
true colors. He failed miserably at 
his signature effort and told us some-
thing which was not true (BTW it 
will get fixed). At last your hatred has 
been validated.

Yes indeed, Machiavelli would 
have had his hands full. He would 
have had to figure out that the people 
in America who hate Obama for 
being, well, Obama, are reminders of 
the old story about the hypochon-
driac who for years tells his worn out 
family that he is sick and dying from 
this or that. Finally, at a ripe old age 
he bites the dust as we all will. On 
his tombstone reads the line “See, I 
told you so.”

Bob Marrone is an author and freelance 
writer.

OpEdSection
Dogged Journalism Is A Blessing, Not A Curse 

COMMENTS ON CONGRESS

By LEE H. HAMILTON
Let’s start with the 
obvious: A democ-
racy needs intelligence 
agencies. It needs to 
know what’s happening 

in the world — and understand the 
plans of allies and enemies — to keep 
the nation prepared and secure.  

If intelligence work is going to be 
effective, much of it has to be done in 
secret. “National security” is not merely 
an excuse for keeping intelligence 
activity under wraps: often, the only 
way to protect our collective well-being 
is to pursue many national security 
activities, including intelligence-gath-
ering, in the dark.  

But that’s if they’re legitimately 

in the national interest. All too often, 
governments use secrecy to protect 
themselves politically or to shroud 
activities that, seen in the cold light 
of day, their citizens would reject. This 
is why secrecy in government can be 
dangerous, and should be subject to the 
checks and balances of our constitu-
tional system.  

The Right Told Us So About Obama
Continued from page 20
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COMMENTS ON CONGRESS

Ending Hate in Our Schools
The “Love Drive” v. “Kill Drive” Paradigm

THE BOGEN PERSPECTIVE

By BOB K. BOGEN
Recent days have provided 
dramatic and disturb-
ing reports of substantial 
bullying of certain students 
in a school district across the 

Hudson that includes students in Orange, 
Sullivan, and Ulster counties.

Some years ago I served as a profes-
sional community planning consultant 
in each of these three counties, as well 
as Westchester, Putnam, and Dutchess 
Counties, plus elsewhere in the Northeast, 
Middle Atlantic, Middle West, and abroad.

In this case the widespread “bullying” 
involved scores of reported instances of 
regrettable and outrageous anti-Semitic 
slurs, physical attacks, and wide-spread 
Swastika graffiti on walls, desks, lockers 
and elsewhere in the rural Pine Bush 
School District, west of Newburgh. 
Victims seldom complained, but recently 
the problem has grown, and some parents 
have instituted a law suit, including thou-
sands of pages of evidence to restrain such 
widespread bullying that has driven some 
Jewish students out of the local schools.

The current issue in Pine Bush may be 
extreme, but some efforts by school official 

to restrain it is clearly inadequate. And 
much of it is considered by local folks to 
be merely childhood and teen-age pranks, 
“innocent mischief ” or brought on by the 
victims themselves. Some local adults 
even suggest that if the children and their 
parents come to feel they are not wanted 
in “our” town, they are right. However it 
is clear that the problem is widespread; 
reported across the country.

Other groups are sometimes also 
targeted. We can all recall such antago-
nisms against one group or another, the 
“others,” if Oriental, Latin American, 
Eastern European, and earlier: Mormons, 
Catholics, Irish, Southern European 
Greeks and Italians. During times of 
economic threat, as now, such inclinations 
grow.

In fact we all have nominal or serious 

biases against those who are convenient 
targets. I recall decades ago meeting in 
Paris and in London a prominent British 
psychiatrist, Doctor Spencer Patterson, a 
professional associate of my mother, who 
described for me his theory of a universal 
Kill Drive. He described that humans, as 
other species, have always had a protective 
survival instinct that tends in the extreme 
to suggest we should kill all others all the 
time, as all might possibly be, at some level, 
a threat to us. Fortunately for all, only the 
criminally insane allow such instincts to do 
serious harm to others. [As we recall this 
month on the fiftieth anniversary of the 
historic case of President Jack Kennedy’s 
assassination.] But Patterson quickly 
added that we all also have a balancing 
Love Drive, that inclines us to love all, all 
of the time [or perhaps some of the time?]

In any event, it is clear that the usual 
lecturing at the children, in this case 
directed at students with ages of seven to 
seventeen, is simply inadequate. As some 
have noted, such attitudes and behaviors 
do not erupt out of the young without sub-
stantial family examples and at least vague 
inclinations. Perhaps an American capital-
ist solution for such religious hate, with its 
regrettable, hurtful, flagrant, and malignant 
expressions of their Kill Drive, might be 
reduced by fines on the parents for each 
swastika or other such racist or religious 
hate expressions, of $100 or if neces-
sary $1,000. Even the current German 
society has learned that it cannot tolerate 
Neo-Nazi expressions by those who still 
need serious incentives to favor their Love 
Drive over their Kill Drive.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Democrat Tyrants: 
Mayor Noam Bramson, 
Governor Jacob Leisler
Your nasty temper and bullying 
manner - especially to those who are 
weaker than yourself (most notably 
the women you work with) - are 
receiving widespread publicity. We 
the citizens of New Rochelle are 
taking notice of this egregious char-
acter flaw and do not like it.

You are a petty tyrant - and we 
do not like it. You share much in 
common to New Rochelle’s original 
Real Estate Agent, Jacob Leisler. 
Early in his political career he was 
a popular colonial leader in the New 
York Colony. He was most popular 
especially with the artisans, craftsmen 
and mechanics of old New York, but 
he made a serious mistake, he allowed 
his ego, desire for power and his deep 
seated biases to overcome his better 
nature. When the legally appointed 
Royal Governor was absent for a 
period, he seized power from the Lt. 
Governor, under the guise of seizing 
power for the people. In reality, it was 
a coup d’état.

At first his leadership was tolera-
ble and he enjoyed popularity among 
many in the colony, but that was short 
lived. He became increasingly bellig-
erent, tyrannical, and dictatorial, and 
refused to work with the Colonial 
Assembly. His tyranny reached to 
all corners of the Province of New 
York. When the Royal Governor was 
returned to power, Leisler was tried 
for treason.

He might well have been spared 
his life and even have been banished. 
But the scales of justice tipped 
in favor of the native American 
Nations, whose people and leaders 
were so seriously offended by his 
harsh, heavy handed rule that they 
demanded Leisler be hanged, or all 
the Native American nations would 
ally themselves with the French. Yes, 
Mr. Mayor, you have become very 
unpopular with many in our popu-
lation and you can blame the very 
poor manner in which you represent 
and yes, govern us. We the People, are 
tired of your petty Tyranny! I intend 
to make this letter available to the 
public.

Sincerely and truthfully,

James J. Murphy, III
New Rochelle, NY 10805
Adjutant, New Rochelle Post 8 
American Legion
New Rochelle Veterans of Foreign 
Wars Post 439

However legitimate secrecy may 
be, though, there is a limit to how 
much a democracy can stand. As 
ordinary citizens, we need informa-
tion about what our government is 
up to in order to make informed and 
discriminating choices about politi-
cians and policies. Journalists and 
their media outlets are indispens-
able conveyors of this information. 
The work of the journalist, who often 
presses for a more open, accountable 
government, creates tensions with a 
government set upon guarding state 
secrets. But it’s a healthy, much-
needed tension.  

Which brings us to Edward 
Snowden’s revelations to the press 
about the National Security Agency 
and its vast efforts to monitor com-
munications. Around Washington, 
Snowden is routinely excoriated, and 
he’s none too popular in the country 
at large, either. But whether he’s 
a hero or a criminal in your book, 
there’s no question that because of 
him, we know far more about the 
surveillance our government has been 
carrying out. The expansion of gov-
ernment power that the leaks reveal 
is without precedent in the modern 
era. Technology, along with the sur-
veillance and monitoring it enables, 
has clearly outrun the policies to deal 

with it.  
Although many commenta-

tors have raised questions about 
Snowden’s leaks, the journalists 
who have dug into the NSA files 
he provided are doing the job that 
democracy depends on them to do: 
getting information that details gov-
ernment actions and prompting a 
badly needed debate. It’s one of the 
most important ways to hold govern-
ment accountable for the use of its 
power. Our ability to judge whether 
it acted appropriately or abusively 
and to act as responsible citizens is 
buttressed by journalists who are 
skilled at finding and keeping confi-
dential sources, who know how to dig 
through copious records or amounts 
of data, who have learned how to 
build a story from a tip or a leak, and 
who are accurate, honest, rigorous 
and fair-minded.  

Now, I don’t want to whitewash 
what’s happening in the media right 
now. There are plenty of worrisome 
trends. As a whole, media outlets 
are less interested than they used to 
be in accuracy, objectivity, and solid 
coverage, and more interested in 
advocacy, persuasion, and entertain-
ment. Even at the largest papers, 
cutbacks have reined in their ability 
to cover the world and to launch 
expensive investigative work. The 
recent rise of alternatives — such as 

the non-profit ProPublica and the 
investigative reporting venture just 
announced by eBay founder Pierre 
Omidyar — may go some distance 
toward recovering what’s been lost, 
but they’re also an acknowledgement 
that we have lost ground.  

And we’ve done so precisely at a 
time when we face a real challenge in 
constraining the reach of government 
into our lives. Its powers of monitor-
ing and surveillance are astonishing 
and are being used aggressively. It 
is classifying secret information 
wholesale, it is vigorously seeking to 
prosecute leaks, and it is trying to 
intimidate journalists: all of these are 
signs of a national security state that 
is determined to bulk up.  

Congress is only now beginning 
to stir; until recently it has been a 
passive and willing participant in 
secrecy. At a moment like this, we 
have to depend more than ever on 
the curiosity, skill and determination 
of good reporters to spur the kind of 
debate we should be having as our 
society tries to strike the right balance 
between security and freedom.  

Lee Hamilton is Director of the Center 
on Congress at Indiana University. 
He was a member of the U.S. House of 
Representatives for 34 years.
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BURCHMAN ASSOCIATES, LLC Articles of Org. 
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 10/3/13. Office in 
Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC 
upon whom process may be served. SSNY 
shall mail copy of process to C/O Stern Keiser 
& Panken, LLP 1025 Westchester Ave Ste. 305 
White Plains, NY 10604. Purpose: Any lawful 
activity.

NOTICE OF FORMATION
Harr-Ray Enterprises, LLC. Art. of Org. filed 
with the Secy of State (SSNY) on June 26, 
2013.  Off. Loc: Westchester. SSNY designated 
as agent for service on LLC. SSNY shall mail 
a copy of process to: 100 Riverdale Ave., Ste. 
16-J, Yonkers, NY 10701.   Purpose: Any lawful 
purpose. 

FOURTH GENERATION PRIVATE EQUITY 
PARTNERS, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. 
of State (SSNY) 8/5/13. Office in Westchester 
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon whom 
process may be served. SSNY shall mail copy 
of process to The LLC 707 Westchester Ave 
Ste 401 White Plains, NY 10604. Purpose: Any 
lawful activity.

RON FRASCH ASSOCIATES LLC Articles of 
Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 10/16/13. Of-
fice in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of 
LLC upon whom process may be served. SSNY 
shall mail copy of process to The LLC 550 
Hardscrabble Rd Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510. 
Purpose: Any lawful activity.

36-14 195TH STREET, LLC Articles of Org. filed 
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 10/3/13. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon 
whom process may be served. SSNY shall mail 
copy of process to C/O Stern Keiser & Pank-
en, LLP 1025 Westchester Ave Ste 305 White 
Plains, NY 10604. Purpose: Any lawful activity. 
 
PRINCE 26, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY 
Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/5/04. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC 
upon whom process may be served. SSNY 
shall mail copy of process to Veracity De-
velopment 199 Lafayette St #1A New York, 
NY 10012. Purpose: Any lawful activity. 
 
 

Notice of Formation of Troy Curtis Events LLC. 
Arts. of Org. filed with SSNY on 8/20/13.  Office 
location: Rockland County.  SSNY designated 
as agent of LLC upon whom process may be 
served. SSNY shall mail process to Feder Kaszo-
vitz LLP, 845 Third Ave. NY, NY 10022. Purpose: 
any lawful act or activity.

The MP LAW GROUP, PLLC Articles of Org. 
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 9/11/13. Office in 
Westchester Co.; SSNY design. Agent of LLC 
upon whom process may be served. SSNY 
shall mail copy of process to The PLLC at 240 
North Ave., Suite 212, New Rochelle, NY 10801. 
Purpose: Any lawful activity.

HARRISON REAL ESTATE GROUP, LLC Articles 
of Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 9/11/13. 
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent 
of LLC upon whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The LLC 
287 Bowman Ave Purchase, NY 10577. Pur-
pose: Any lawful activity.

TENANT KING LLC Articles of Org. filed 
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 10/2/13. Office in 
Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC 
upon whom process may be served. SSNY 
shall mail copy of process to C/O Michael 
Rossi 44 Loop Rd Bedford, NY 10506. Purpose: 
Any lawful activity. Registered Agent: Michael 
Rossi 44 Loop Road Bedford, NY 10506.

FOURTH GENERATION PARTNERS, LLC Ar-
ticles of Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 
8/13/13. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY de-
sign. Agent of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy of process to 
The LLC 707 Westchester Ave Ste 401 White 
Plains, NY 10604. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

Notice of Formation of 578 East Fordham LLC. 
Arts. Of Org. filed with SSNY on 9/4/2013. Of-
fice Location: Westchester County. SSNY 
designated as agent of the LLC upon whom 
process against it may be served. SSNY shall 
mail process to William Fleming, 16 Bronx St, 
Tuckahoe, NY 10707. Purpose: any lawful pur-
pose.

THE BOGEN PERSPECTIVE

252 West 43rd St.
(Between 7th & 8th Ave.) 

212-819-9300  
www.mycheetahsnyc.com

Open 7 Days A Week

FREE ADMISSION WITH THIS PASS

• Gentlemen’s Club 
• sushi RestauRant 
• Fine DininG

NYC’s #1 
TOPlESS 
SPORTS 
BAR

NYC’s oNlY BoDY SUSHI
Affordable, spacious, clean storage.  Strong cinder block building with one large 2,400 sq. ft. 
unit ($3,000 - mo) or separate locked 1,200 sq. ft. units ($1,500 each - mo).  All space is sub-
dividable. Simple, convenient arrangement. One separate unit has a full, ground-level garage 
door entrance already installed.  The other side can be modified in the same fashion. No extra 
administration fees. 6 month to 1 year rental options. Safe religious campus setting in Ossining.  
24x7 security.  7 day (8:00 - 6:00) access.  Building monitored and doors alarmed. Call Jim on 
(914) 941-7636 (x2395)

     STORAGE SPACE AVAILABLE FOR RENTT

Office Space for Rent Prime Yorktown  Location 
Office Space: 470Sq. Ft. Rent  

$900/Month 
2 Room Office Space:  1160 Sq. Ft.   

Rent  $1675/Month 
Office Space:  305 Sq. Ft. 

Rent $500/Month  
Maria:  914.632.1230

ARTS & Craft Vendors Wanted
Arts, Craft and Gift Fair to be held indoors in 
Bronxville, NY by Building Hope for the New 
Yonkers Animal Shelter New items only - con-
tact: Julie 914-924-0708; Email: GingerJ415@
aol.com 

C L A S S I F I E D  A D S

LE G A L  N O T I C E S

WESTCHESTER GUARDIAN
LEGAL ADVERTISING:  

914.576.1480 
10:30AM-5PM

In the mean time we might finally 
learn, in part from the cataclysmic typhoon 
in the Philippines, that the survival of the 
world’s fish as well as the survival of the 
rest of us, we must slow down our self-
destructive practices of carbon based global 
warming that threatens our food produc-
tion, if it is not already too late.

The Philippine Typhoon, apparently 

the worst ever, was the result of our global 
warming of the world’s oceans. The storms 
are growing as the warmed oceans feed 
their disastrous size and destructive-
ness. I am perhaps more sensitive to this, 
as years ago I was trained at the Navy 
Postgraduate Engineering School in 
Monterey, California, where most astro-
nauts were trained, in order to serve years as 
an Aerological Officer to handle typhoon 
forecasting as well as sea and flight 

forecasting from the Navy base on Manila 
Bay, across from Corregidor Island.

Bob Bogen served as comprehensive long-
range facilities planning director for the 
New York Metropolitan Regional Planning 
Commission; as planning director for the 
New England Regional Commission; as a 
major United Nations official in Pakistan; 
Board Chairman of the Communications 
Coordinating Committee for the United 
Nations; and Principal Representative of 
Architects / Designers / Planners for Social 
Responsibility to the United Nations.

Ending Hate in Our Schools
The “Love Drive” v. “Kill Drive” Paradigm
Continued from page 22
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Scientific Dig Redefines Mount Kisco History
ARCHAEOLOGY

By HELEN WEISMAN
From the middle of 
September through the 
middle of November, there 
has been an archeological 
dig known as The Episcopal 

Cemetery Project sponsored by the Lower 
Hudson Chapter (LHC) of the New York 
State Archeological Association (NYSSAA) 
going on in Mount Kisco, New York. The 
project will resume in the Spring of 2014 
when the weather gets warmer. The purpose 
of the dig is to excavate artifacts from the St. 
Marks Cemetery grounds where two his-
torical churches, St. George’s, (also known as 
the North Castle Church), built in 1761 and 
surviving until 1819, and St. Marks Church, 
built in 1850 where it remained until 1916 at 
which time it was moved, once stood.

Laurie Kismal, and Madeline Kearin, 
co-directors of the St. Georges / St. Mark’s 
Archeological Excavation, as the dig is 
known, started the project. Together, they 
supervised an excavation team of about 20 
people. As Kismal and Kearin were both 
members of the LHC, they were looking 
for potential dig sites because the LHC 
hadn’t dug a site in over 30 years. Kearin, a 
fourth-generation Mount Kisco resident, 
was excited about this spot because it had so 
much history right here in her hometown. 
For instance, during the American 
Revolution, General George Washington’s 
soldiers camped on the grounds of the site 
and St. George’s Church was used as a 
hospital. This was the case because during 

the revolution, all the parishioners left the 
church. Thus, it was only used by the military. 
French soldiers, under the command of 
General Jean Baptiste Donatien de Vimeur, 
Compte de Rochambeau also congregated 
there. A small monument not far from the 
site commemorating the meeting of the two 
generals survives to the present.

What fascinated me about the dig was 
the diversity of tools, varying from simple to 
highly complex, used to do the excavation. 
First, there are the stakes, string, compass, 
and tape measures used to lay out an excava-
tion unit. Then, there is the trowel used for 
removing the sod layer from the unit. After 
that, there is the shaker screen used to screen 
dirt to isolate artifacts. Finally we have the 
two most sophisticated instruments. First, 
there is the Pro-Pointer Tracking Detector 
which assists in pinpointing those hard-
to-find targets. Its proportional audio / 
vibration pulse rate target indicators. It has 
got pinpoint detection with a 360 degrees 
side scan detection. On a more basic level, 
it has LED lights for low light uses, and a 
scraping blade for searching soil. Last, there 
is the Minelab CTX3030 Metal Detector. 
This piece of equipment uses a GPS feature. 
With it, Angelika Mattoni, one of the 20 
people on the excavation team, was able 
to record each item’s location, otherwise 
known as a FindPoint. When recording a 
FindPoint, the apparatus stores the Ferrous 
and conductive properties of the find (metal 
of interest), as well as its latitude and longi-
tude in the detector. This information can 
later on be uploaded to a PC through their 

Exchange application. Finally, the user, in 
this case Mattoni, can then attach photos 
and / or text to the FindPoints and view their 
locations on Google maps.

What captivated Kearin the most about 
working on the site was the way archaeologi-
cal evidence continually challenged all of her, 
and the rest of the team’s preconceptions 
about what they would find. She said, “We 
came to the site with a set of assumptions 
about where the churches were and how 
they were used. Just a short while after we 
began excavating, we realized our assump-
tions were flawed. We had found foundation 

walls, but not where we thought they would 
be! We came up with new theories based on 
new evidence, only to see those theories chal-
lenged again when more finds came to light.”

What also impressed Kearin was 
the range and volume of the artifacts they 
uncovered during the excavation. These 
include a piece of painted plaster from one 
of the churches showing multiple painted 
layers, a spout from a teapot found in a privy 
site which is a wooden structure with a hole 
in it where people would dump trash, a 
bronze military buckle that dates back to the 
18th or 19th century, a French gunflint from 
the Revolutionary War, two hand pestles, 
and a GAR star which is a star that would 
have been used to mark the grave of a Civil 
War veteran. GAR stands for the Grand 
Army of the Republic. According to Kearin, 
“We have everything from architectural 
material to military supplies to domestic 
refuse, ranging all the way from the Colonial 
period to the present. Though the site is very 
small, it really captures18th and 19th century 
material culture.”

For people interested in seeing the 
artifacts found during this excavation 
there is a small exhibition of them at the 
Mount Kisco Town Hall in the planning 
stages. The Episcopal Cemetery Project 
also has a blog, (www.episcopalcem-
etery.blogspot.com), where interested 
people can find daily updates, with lots of 
pictures, about the excavation.

Helen Weisman is a freelance science 
journalist living in New York City. She has 
taught writing at The City University of 
New York.

St. Mark’s Church.

Bill Kelleher and Angelika Mattoni propointer.

Angelika Mattoni using metal detector.

Gunflints.

http://www.episcopalcemetery.blogspot.com
http://www.episcopalcemetery.blogspot.com

